Abstract

Similar to other complex behaviors, language is dynamic, social, multimodal, patterned, and purposeful, its purpose being to promote desirable actions or thoughts in others and self (Edelman, 2017b). An analysis of the functional characteristics shared by complex sequential behaviors suggests that they all present a common overarching computational problem: dynamically controlled constrained navigation in concrete or abstract situation spaces. With this conceptual framework in mind, I compare and contrast computational models of language and evaluate their potential for explaining linguistic behavior and for elucidating the brain mechanisms that support it.
1 Introduction

How do brains compute language? The current consensus view in cognitive sciences, forty years after Marr and Poggio (1977) (cf. Marr [1982], Poggio [2012], Edelman [2012]), is that questions of cognitive computations and mechanisms cannot be settled without also addressing the other, complementary levels of understanding. Notably, there is the abstract or problem level: what is it, in terms of computation, that needs to be done, and why? Even this, methodologically more appropriate approach is, however, liable to lead nowhere if the problem-level hypotheses are mistaken, without being recognized as such — as seems to be the case both in Marr’s original field, vision, which is still widely and erroneously believed to hinge on “object recognition” (Edelman [2017a]), and in language, where problem-level thinking is dominated by the conception of communication as packaging meanings into messages and by the tripartite dogma of grammar, sentence, and well-formedness (Edelman [2017b]; more about this in a moment).

A remedy for this methodological impasse is to augment Marr’s three levels (problem, algorithm, and implementation) with two additional and related perspectives on the phenomenon in question, which are obligatory in biology: Mayr’s (1961) concerns about explaining causation (including the distinction between proximate and ultimate causes), and Tinbergen’s (1963) four questions — survival value, ontogeny (development), evolution, and behavioral causation. In language science, in particular, it is critically important to make questions of evolution, development, and behavior an integral part of the inquiry, as suggested next.

1.1 Language: postulates and reality

The reigning conceptual framework in linguistics, which underlies both the formalist and the functionalist theoretical outlooks, rests on two postulates. First, with regard to the form or structure of language, it is held that the theoretical focus should be on sentences, whose well-formedness is underwritten by a set of formal rules, or grammar. Second, the function of language is believed to be communication, construed as an exchange of “meanings” — information packets that are fully formed by the speaker, to be shipped to and decoded by the listener.

As I argued at some length elsewhere (Edelman [2017b]), it is time for these two postulates to be traded off for a biologically better motivated, and perhaps more promising, approach. To that end, we should consider both the form and the function of language — and perforce the computational processes that comprise it and the brain mechanisms that implement those processes — in a broader evolutionary and behavioral context. Specifically, the extensive literature on animal signals (e.g. Smith [1965], Green and Marler [1979], Macedonia and Evans [1993], Lachmann et al. [2001], Seyfarth and Cheney [2003], Ouattara et al. [2010], Kershbaum et al. [2015]) suggests that meaning in animal behavior in general and in language in particular should be conceived of not as a completed product to be “communicated” but as an open-ended interactive process to participate in — meaning-making — which is dynamically constrained by a range of factors that include the participants’ shared social background, personal history, and immediate environment (Neuman [2006], Stolk et al. [2016]). The goal of this process, and the overarching use of language, is to influence behavior (Edelman [2017b], section 6.2). Likewise, the structures — composite actions or strands of behavior — that mediate this influence need not be computed completely ahead of time or syntactically well-formed;

1For a book-length treatment of the distinction between formalist and functionalist linguistics, see (Newmeyer [1998]).

2Similarly, Anderson (2016) writes that “Language works by presenting and manipulating cultural affordances that will cause one’s dialog partner(s) to see and do what the speaker intends to be seen and done.” Importantly, although this claim revolves around behavior, which virtually necessitates mentioning (Skinner [1957]), it is anything but “behaviorist,” as explained in (Edelman [2017b]).
rather, linguistic behavior, just like any other complex sequential behavior, must be controlled flexibly and
dynamically, subject to just enough constraints to make a difference in the desired direction (LaPolla, 2015;

1.2 A plan for this paper

In light of the above considerations, and in accordance with the research program outlined in (Edelman,
2017b), in this paper I adopt a pluralist stance that views language not as a peculiar faculty with a unique
and evolutionarily unprecedented core function and brain substrate, but rather as a cluster of adaptations that
supervene on neurocomputational systems which have analogs in other species and which jointly facilitate
a range of behavioral tasks.

The notion that language as it exists in humans co-evolved with major systems of traits and functions,
many of them shared with other taxa, has implications for understanding both its computational nature and its
brain basis. On the task and computational levels, it motivates a search for commonalities between language
and other behaviors (Kolodny and Edelman, 2015), such as navigation and foraging, which would imply that
the problem of language is closely related computationally to the dynamical control of behavior (Bullock,
2004; Cisek, 2012). On the level of brain mechanisms, this approach shuns the standard corticocentric
dogma in favor of a broad consideration of neural mechanisms that underlie action selection (Bullock et al.,
2009) and sociality (Syal and Finlay, 2010).

My main goals in this paper are (i) to establish functional parallels between language and other complex
behaviors; (ii) to evaluate and compare existing computational models of language, considered as a com-
plex behavior; and (iii) to use this comparison to generate some insights into the brain basis of language.
Accordingly, the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, I briefly review the types of behavioral tasks
that exemplify what might be termed the generalized problem of behavior; section 3 then casts language as
an instance of this problem. In preparation for assessing possible modeling solutions to it, in section 4 I list
a set of criteria for neurocomputational plausibility, and state the explanatory goals that a good model must
meet. These are then used to group computational models of language by algorithmic approach and to rank
them by plausibility and explanatory power. Section 3 ends with a synthesis intended to serve as a basis for
developing a new computational approach to language. In section 5, I briefly review the literature on the
brain mechanisms of language and other sequential behaviors, focusing on the signatures of the proposed
computational approach. Finally, section 6 offers a summary and a concise prognosis.

2 Language and other behaviors

Because understanding the structure or form of any evolved system depends on understanding of its function
— a standard notion in biology in general (Bock and von Wahlert, 1965), as well as in language (Lenneberg,
1967; LaPolla, 2015) — I begin by briefly discussing some of the key categories of language use by humans.

2.1 The uses of language

A widely held view in linguistics is that the primary use of language is communication (e.g., Pinker and
Jackendoff, 2005). This view is, however, both misleading, insofar as it promotes the construal of linguistic

3See (Edelman, 2017b) for more references and for a comparison of this essentially functionalist view with the one held by the
formalists (e.g., Everaert et al., 2015), according to which language is primarily a tool for structured thinking, communication being
merely its “ancillary” function.
verbalization of experience

Narrative structure is a foundational property of language, which has been hypothesized to drive grammaticalization (Croft, 2010). Stories one tells about oneself mediate the construction of the self and of one’s life history (Hermans et al., 1992; Fivush and Haden, 2003; Locke and Bogin, 2006).

teaching by story-telling

Telling stories in instructional settings has been shown effective in college-level science (Cooper et al., 1983), early math education (Casey et al., 2004), history (Farmer, 1990), and ethics (Tappan and Brown, 1989; Upright, 2002). Cues to the causal structure of the world can be found in stories (including fairy tales; Bettelheim, 1976; cf. Gardner, 1993) and are often the focus of literary fiction (Campora, 2011).

practical skill transmission

Language has arguably been critical to the teaching of practical skills in ancestral settings (Kolodny and Edelman, 2016; Laland, 2017), as suggested by evidence from contemporary hunter-gatherer societies (Garfield et al., 2016).

social bonding

The social roles of language include facilitation of group cohesion, possibly through the use of gossip as a form of “grooming” (Dunbar, 1993), as well as the use of narratives for shared memory building and acculturation (Sutton, 2002); social complexity itself may be a driver of communication complexity (Freeberg et al., 2012).

coordinating joint action

On a more immediate level, purposive discourse, which is always situated and embodied (Sebanz et al., 2006), is a key use of language (Clark and Schaefer, 1989), in which all humans are adept (Garrod and Pickering, 2004).

courtship

Locke and Bogin (2006) make a case for the central role of courtship in language evolution. The structure of conversation that characterizes courtship situations is being revealed by computational analysis of discourse (McFarland et al., 2013). There seem also to be specific hormonal effects on attention to courtship language (Rosen and López, 2009).

Table 1: Some of the categories into which the many uses of language can be classified. Note that all of these are subsumed under the general rubric of influencing the behavior of others (and self), as stated in section 1.1 (see Edelman, 2017b for arguments in support of this view). A particular instance of linguistic behavior (e.g., the dialogue sample offered in Table 2) may belong to more than one of these categories.
A closer look at the various uses of language reveals deep functional parallels with other behaviors, in the form of shared structural characteristics. Indeed, all but the first two categories listed in Table 1 are not specific to language. Linguistic and other behaviors exhibit (i) **serial order and concurrency**, as in sequential narrative that is accompanied by prosody and gestures and is playing out against the backdrop of external events; (ii) **complexity and hierarchy**, as in the build-up of narrative structure, or in the goal/task hierarchy in instructional discourse; (iii) **embodiment and situatedness**, as in the dependence of discourse on physical settings and social context; and (iv) **agency and contingency**, as in personal motives steering linguistic behavior, which moreover is modified on the fly in response to the dynamically unfolding situation. In the next section, I argue that these four categories of structure are found in all complex behaviors.

### 2.2 The generalized problem of behavior: key characteristics and a reduction

Animal behavior in the wild is driven by certain overarching goals, such as gaining access to food, avoiding predation, and gaining or maintaining social status. In the spirit of McCulloch (1950) Iberall and McCulloch (1968) and Lashley (1951), one may call the problem of translating goals into actions the **generalized problem of behavior** (Kolodny and Edelman, 2015). The key characteristics of this problem are the ones that I have just highlighted:

(i) **Serial order and concurrency.** Because a remote behavioral goal may not be attainable via a single action that would map the present state of affairs to the desired one, behavior is generally an extended sequential undertaking rather than one stimulus-response (S-R) association after another (Lashley, 1951; Edelman, 2015). This undertaking may be continuous rather than discrete, as when “stimuli” and “responses” cannot even be individuated and it is always multidimensional (if only because any action typically requires synergy among many muscles), with the different dimensions processed concurrently and asynchronously (Kolodny and Edelman, 2015).

(ii) **Complexity and hierarchy.** An animal’s goals may be not just remote in time and space but also too abstract to afford direct translation into actionable behavioral plans, and so must be approached hierarchically. For instance, the detour-taking behavior of salticid spiders stalking their prey (Hill, 1978; cf. Jackson and Cross, 2011, fig.2) suggests an ability to plan ahead, which, moreover, improves with practice (Edwards and Jackson, 1994). This behavior is hierarchical in that it consists of several distinct phases of potentially variable duration, properly sequenced and concatenated to form a single overarching whole.

(iii) **Embodiment and situatedness.** One of the many consequences of the embodied brain’s evolution-enforced need to care about its state and the outcomes of its actions is that the cognitive processes that engage with the self and the environment are, at a sufficiently high level, always emotionally charged (Carver and Scheier, 1990; Pessoa, 2008; Lindquist and Feldman Barrett, 2012; Damasio and Carvalho, 2013). Furthermore, the environment, in addition to influencing goals and behavior through outcomes, interacts with the physical body to constrain (and, in well-adapted systems, to facilitate) the solutions to problems that arise (Anderson et al., 2012). The interaction between the self and the environment may also give rise to entire new classes of computational problems (as in the case of social behavior; Galef, Jr and Giraldeau, 2001; Lehmann et al., 2008; Weitekamp and Hofmann, 2014).

---

4Cf. Epstein (1991, p.362): “The click of a microswitch suggests, falsely, that a discrete ‘response’ has occurred, but the rat is active continuously, and what occurs is multidimensional and complex.”
(iv) **Agency and contingency.** Behavior does not reduce to S-R associations not only for reasons just mentioned, but also because it is often endogenous, that is, initiated by the animal itself (e.g., Thurstone [1923], Brembs [2011]). Furthermore, because the animal’s goals may change with time or as a result of environmental contingencies, many types of behavior cannot be fully planned ahead, requiring instead dynamical control by the brain (Cisek and Kalaska [2010], Cisek [2012]). Foraging herbivores, for example, typically balance search and consumption of different types of plants, access to water, predator avoidance, shelter-seeking, social drives, etc. (e.g., Kamil and Sargent [1981], Sallabanks [1993]).

Critically, the general computational problem implied by the above characteristics is that of control (Llinás and Iberall, [1977], Cisek and Kalaska [2010], Heisenberg [2014]), which I turn to next.

### 2.3 The ubiquity of control

The need for control is universal in the animal kingdom. A common assumption is that only multicellular animals that are equipped with a nervous system are capable of complex behavior and therefore are in need of control. This assumption is implicit in the following quote from Savage-Rumbaugh and Lewin (1994): “All organisms with complex nervous systems are faced with the moment-by-moment question that is posed by life: what shall I do next?” The evolutionary roots of behavioral control do, however, run deeper: as [Llinás and Iberall (1977) p.233] remark, “All brains are basically a progressive elaboration of ancient (primitive) cellular themes [...]. The command-control properties of multicellular organisms are viewed as derived from the elaboration of themes already present in single cell forms.”

Indeed, any animal with more than one task to perform has an implicit control problem: when to feed, when to reproduce, etc. These choices must be arbitrated by the animal’s internal physiology, which is charged with carrying out the requisite computations. A type of activity that is particularly prone to giving rise to decision and control problems is locomotion, which, according to [Heisenberg (2014)], “came about early in evolution, already with the prokaryotes.” In metazoans that are capable of active locomotion, the need for control becomes pervasive particularly if locomotion can be used in the service of more than one behavioral goal, as noted above. The behavioral control problem increases in urgency, requiring fast solutions and a way of hierarchically organizing goals and relating them to contingencies — that is, a neural control system.

In language too, contingent control is critically important. The two postulates that underlie the standard view of language (section 1.1) imply that linguistic behavior consists of emitting (or parsing) a premeditated and preplanned sequence of elementary actions (vocal or other gestures), in which a disfluency cannot but signify a failure, from which the speaker may or may not recover. This, however, is not what language looks like in the wild, where utterances are worked on jointly by the interlocutors (see Table 2 for an example and section 3.3.6 for a discussion), where speakers take liberties with “sentence” completion and structural “well-formedness,” and where listeners not only do not find “disfluencies” disruptive, but are actually aided by them (Arnold et al. [2003], Ferreira and Bailey [2004]). Thus, normal spoken language shows all the signs of being generated and processed on the fly, incrementally (Jackendoff [2011] p.600), which implies that it must be subject to real-time, dynamic control.^[Capital letters in brackets refer to longer notes, which have been relegated to the end of the main text.]

Over and above basic decision-making and behavioral control, the computational problem of real-time, multidimensional, dynamic control that arises in language is common to all complex behaviors, whether individual (monadic) or social (dyadic, etc.). A typical example of the former variety is solo downhill skiing in unfamiliar complex terrain that includes ice patches to be avoided, pistes to be skirted, makeshift
KATHY; I don’t know this one so,
NATHAN; You don’t know how to do this one?
(1.1)
So we’re in trouble.
NATHAN; You apparently knew how to do it.
KATHY; Well you apparently knew how to do it.
(0.2)
NATHAN; Did I get it right?
(0.3)
KATHY; Well you didn’t get the whole thing right.
(0.2)
NATHAN; But you— —
KATHY; Well you just missed one part of it.
(0.4)
NATHAN; So what’s that problem.

Table 2: A snippet of dialogue from the Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English, reproduced from (Du Bois, 2014, p.373). Numbers in parentheses are timed pauses, in seconds; (H) is audible inhalation; brackets [ and ] mark beginning and end of simultaneous speech; @ is laughter; for the other symbols, see (Du Bois, 2014, p.361).

trampolines to be used for “catching air,” and glades to be navigated. A skier cannot plan the entire descent ahead of time, except in abstract terms (as in deciding to follow blue-square rather than black-diamond trails), and must thus deal with various contingencies as they arise. If the trails are crowded, these include the need to take into account individual and social actions on part of other agents.

Sustained social behaviors that require control may be adversarial, as in dominance fights between bighorn rams (Shackleton and Shafak, 1984) or non-adversarial, as in the courtship behavior in the blue-capped cordon-bleu (Ota et al., 2015), in which both the male and the female vocalize, bob up and down on the perch, and tap-dance. In humans too, dance is a common social behavior; a vivid and memorable example of the kind of dynamic control and coordination that it requires is the tango Recuerdo from Carlos Saura’s 1998 film Tango, no me dejes nunca (see Figure 1 for the formal notation that captures the first 30 seconds of this dance).

Of course, in humans the primary medium of social interaction is verbal behavior or “languaging” (Linell, 2016) see Table 2 for an illustrative sample of a dialogue). The ultimate problem of control in language is, however, the same as in any other behavior: whereas its general formulation is “What shall I do next?”, in language it becomes “What shall I say [and do] next?”. Thus, insofar as it requires choosing a course of action, behavioral control is always an exercise in navigation: “Where, in the space of possible choices, should I go?”

6The Recuerdo can be viewed on Youtube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JIZjpywxPk (music by Osvaldo Pugliese, choreography by Juan Carlos Copes).
2.4 Navigation: the prototypical problem in behavioral control

That all problems in behavioral control, when considered at a proper level of abstraction, reduce to navigation is trivially true for actual locomotion and way-finding in physical space, as in the skiing example offered earlier. Less obviously, this is also true for the cases in which the “space” that is being navigated is abstract. For instance, vertebrate posture is naturally defined in the space of possible skeleto-muscular configurations, whose dimensions are the joint angles; any movement, including, say, a step in courtship dance, amounts to controlling the muscles so as to bring about an appropriate change in the configuration. Performing a vocalization while dancing amounts to the addition of some more dimensions, corresponding in the case of birdsong to the syrinx muscles, to the motor control space. Finally, the space can be entirely abstract, as in problem solving: for instance, tool use (e.g., in food retrieval in crows; Chappell and Kacelnik, 2002; Taylor et al., 2007) or stone knapping in humans; [Rein et al., 2013] requires way-finding in the space of states and relative configurations of elements that define the problem.

The navigation metaphor applies also to socially coordinated/shared behaviors, such as the song-and-dance courtship routine of a cordon-bleu dyad or a tango performed by a pair of humans. The chief characteristic of multi-actor behaviors is the constraints on each individual’s actions that are imposed by the others’ actions and that must typically be accommodated in real time. I shall discuss socially constrained problem-space navigation in some detail in section 2.6 below.

In natural way-finding behaviors, some outcomes may be associated with reward. In physical-space navigation, one straightforward example is prey-stalking, where the hunter’s goal is to approach the location of the prey (which may change over time) unobserved. Another example is foraging, where the goal is to obtain resources that are distributed across a terrain. Interestingly, occasionally rewarded foraging (over and above navigation as such; Kazakov and Bartlett 2005) can serve as a basis for the evolution of complex behaviors in abstract spaces, including language (Arsenijević 2008; Kolodny et al., 2015). While the nature of reward may vary from problem to problem, it is central to the exploration of any behavior-related space, concrete or abstract. In particular, because outcomes always shape behavior, sequential decision making reduces to finding a path through the abstract space of actions (which may or may not include physical movement) that maximizes cumulative reward, as in reinforcement learning (Pack Kaelbling et al., 1996; Sutton and Barto 1998).

In this connection, one may ask why not elevate search, rather than navigation, to the status of the Ur-problem in behavior. In addition to being applicable in any situation that involves a state space (physical or...
abstract), just like navigation is, search is by definition goal-directed, the goal being the subset of states that need to be attained for the search to terminate successfully. The idea of search is central to the discipline of artificial intelligence (e.g., Dechter and Pearl, 1985; Silver et al., 2016), where a classical example is the reduction of a game of chess or Go to a search of the abstract space of all legal board configurations, subject to constraints over moves and the pursuit of a winning state (as prescribed by the rules). In psychological theory too, the generality of the concept of search has recently received some recognition (Hills et al., 2015).

Board games are, however, a far from perfect metaphor for natural behavior, in part because their rule sets are both inviolable and immutable, their reward schedules are fixed, and their state spaces are closed (Edelman, 2015). Likewise, the concept of search connotes the existence of a definitive goal, whose attainment terminates the process. In comparison, navigation — particularly of the exploratory kind — is a more open-ended, ongoing behavior that unfolds dynamically, usually under simultaneous control of multiple factors, such that neither these factors nor indeed the space itself are fixed ahead of time. In what follows, I shall, therefore, refer to my “working metaphor” for general complex behavior as navigation.

2.5 Constrained navigation

While many types of behavior reduce to navigating an “open” space that may be changing even as it is being traversed, the agent’s moves are typically still constrained by a variety of factors, just as in language (more about which in section 3) not all combination of elementary gestures are likely to be equally effective. Indeed, were it not for the constraints on the moves, behaviors such as language would not even be learnable (Edelman, 2008b, section 4.3).

The prime type of constraint on navigation is determined by the connectivity of the space in which it takes place: if a shipwreck strands you on the proverbial tropical island and you cannot swim, it does not avail you that the mainland is within sight. If you can swim, but the channel is infested with sharks, you’re barely better off: now you have to decide whether to stay on your island and hope to be discovered and rescued, or swim, on the off chance that the sharks will look the other way. This exemplifies the other key constraint on navigation, namely, the relative cost of choosing one available path or course of action over another. Lastly, by building a raft out of flotsam, you can change the connectivity of the space you’re in: the mainland may now be within reach.

The mathematical discipline concerned with matters of connectivity is topology. Informally, the concept of topological space is built around the notion of neighborhoods: sets of points that are related (that is, belong together according to some criteria) and interconnected (that is, can be visited without breaking continuity). The most familiar example of a general topological space is the physical space in which we reside. An empty area (or volume of space) is continuously connected: within it, it is possible to get from any point to any other point, by any route. Place a rock in the middle of the lot, and the connectivity ceases to be continuous. To get from point A to point B, one must now pass on one or the other side of the obstacle; there are now at least two distinct categories of possible routes, which cannot be continuously morphed into one another. Because of the added constraint, the problem of navigating the area in question has assumed a discrete structure.

Spaces characterized by discrete connectivity are known in mathematics as graphs. The basic graph is a formal structure that consists of a set of vertices and a set of possibly directed (anisotropic) edges that connect some of the vertices to others. Vertices and edges may both be labeled or otherwise annotated; for example, each edge may be assigned a real-number weight representing its strength or some other graded

---

7 Think of the great transcontinental or ocean-going voyages of discovery.
quantity associated with it (see Chartrand [1992] for an overview of basic graph theory; Harel (1988)
describes higraphs, which is a more expressive formalism).

Revisiting some of the behavioral problems mentioned earlier, it is easy to see how detour-taking and
foraging can be described in terms of graph traversal. In the case of detour-taking, the vertices may stand
for regions of space that differ qualitatively in their visibility to the intended prey, and the edges — for
accessibility relations given the stalker’s locomotor options. Similarly, a foraging problem can be defined
over a graph whose vertices represent locations in a terrain and are labeled with the resources they offer, and
whose edges carry weights that stand for the metabolic cost of their traversal. Under this representation,
foraging may be reduced to finding a path through the graph that strikes a balance between being short (in
terms of total edge weight) and yielding a high cumulative return at the vertices.

2.6 Navigating socially constrained and constructed spaces

Applying the constrained navigation metaphor to social behaviors raises several questions. Consider, for
instance, how in a social species foraging or hunting (or skiing, as in the earlier example) may require that
individuals take into account the presence and the actions on part of their neighbors while planning their
own behavior (Stander [1992]; Galef, Jr and Giraldeau [2001]; Melis et al. [2006]). In such cases, in what
sense is the relevant space shared among the participants and how are one participant’s options affected by
the others’ moves?

Whereas in group skiing the space on the slope is literally shared (thereby making the skiers’ moves
interdependent), in a tango dance (Figure 1), only some of the dimensions, those of the physical volume of
the room, are fully shared; others, such as the postural configuration dimensions of the dancers, are merely
mutually constrained. Thus, one dancer’s actual location and posture rule out a set of the other’s otherwise
perfectly plausible locations and postures entirely; reduce the probability of another subset; and leave the
rest unaffected. It is up to the second dancer to pick from among the moves that remain possible the ones
that best serve his or her current goals. One of these goals can be bending the behavior of one’s partner to
one’s own ends. In a board game such as backgammon or Go, this can be done through strategic placement
of one’s pieces so as to restrict the opponent’s moves, or re-weight their relative appeal, and thereby gain
positional or material advantage.

In a crucial divergence from board game players, however, real-life agents navigate spaces to which
they, or their partners, can add, on the fly, new paths (as when a new shortcut is made while traversing
an otherwise familiar terrain), new regions (as when the adoption of a new tool extends the reach of an
established behavior), or even entire new dimensions (as when hitherto purely vocal singing behavior gains
an accompaniment on a newly invented musical instrument).

3 The nature of language

We are now ready to apply the conceptual tools mustered in the preceding section — control, navigation,
constraints — to try to understand the nature of language and its use, with a particular focus on how users
of language could, by navigating their space of actions, influence others’ (and their own) future representational
states and behavior. The following formulation will serve as a working hypothesis:

8For instance, monkeys that forage in a rain-forest tend to keep to certain distinct routes that form a graph (Di Fiore and Suarez
2007, fig. 1), presumably because travel outside established paths in the forest is significantly more costly.

9This is a well-known optimization problem, which is encountered, for instance, in goods distribution and shipping.

10For a discussion of evolutionary novelty and “ontological emergence,” see Kauffman and Clayton [2006].
Language behaviors reside in a graph-like space of sequences of multimodal gestures that embody a game of influence between interlocutors and that are subject to multiple, dynamically changing influences and contextual constraints.

The first order of business is to see why the space of language behaviors is “graph-like,” as opposed to simply being a graph.

3.1 Language as constrained navigation in a graph-like space

Spoken language production amounts to navigating the (abstract) space of sequences of phonemes — a space that is, to a good approximation, discrete (as are the phonologies of sign languages (Sandler, 2006), to which all the observations and arguments offered here also apply). Because natural speech is always multimodal (Vigliocco et al., 2014), the sequence of phonemes that comprises a speech act is accompanied by other, concurrent and coordinated signals, which include prosody and facial and manual gestures (Havas and Matheson, 2013) that carry both emotional/diffuse and specific additional information, visual attention shifts, etc. (Kolodny and Edelman, 2015).

On the level of phonemes, speaking thus amounts to the traversal of a graph, whose vertices number in the dozens, the exact number depending on the particular language. Much more importantly for the actual use of language, the universal principle of the duality of patterning (Hockett, 1960) states that speaking also amounts to the traversal of another graph, one whose vertices correspond to lexemes — informally, words. I shall call it the word graph (Edelman et al., 2004; Solan et al., 2005; Edelman, 2008a).

Different individuals who share a language have at their disposal similar, but not identical, word graphs — surrounded by similar, but not identical, spaces of additional elementary behavioral choices, some of which are graded (continuous) rather than discrete. Discourse, then, consists not of “meanings” being packed into sequences of words and shipped back and forth, but of an interactive game in which the conversants navigate graph-like spaces using their individual, dynamically shifting degrees of freedom to steer and constrain the others’ moves in real time. Even in the cases where declarative knowledge is imparted by these exchanges, it is never fully contained within the “message,” but rather resides in the partly shared conceptual spaces and prior experience of the interlocutors (Ramscar and Baayen, 2013; cf. Stolk et al., 2016, fig.2).

3.2 Language learning and change

The multidimensional space in which language behavior unfolds, including the word graph that anchors it, is perpetually changing. Developmentally, the word graph that is harbored by an individual listener/speaker begins with nothing — no words and no paths. This is in contrast to the multimodal “halo” that surrounds it: disorganized as it may be to begin with, the space of paraverbal behaviors is present to some extent already in the neonates. Guided by developmental factors, which include vastly important emotional and social cues (Goldstein et al., 2010), and even some explicit guidance on part of the caregivers (e.g., Moerk, 1976), the entire space grows and changes with experience as newly learned words join the set of vertices and newly encountered utterances modify the set of edges — and thereby the set of immediately available paths through the graph.\(^\text{[1]}\)

In addition to taking any of the available paths at a given juncture, a speaker can also decide to break with precedent, jump tracks, and proceed from an entirely different location in the space of possibilities, a

\(^{[1]}\)Cf. Hockett (1968): “A language is a kind of system in which every actual utterance, whether spoken aloud or merely thought to oneself, at one and the same time by and large conforms to (or manifests) the system, and changes the system.”
destination that is not connected directly (that is, by an existing edge of the graph) to the point of departure.\footnote{As in the subterranean mining cart chase scene in Spielberg’s film Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom; compare Edelman 2008a, Figure 7.21.}

Because of such possibilities, the best analogy for the graph-like aspects of language may be not a railroad yard or a mass transit system (Edelman 2008a, p.274), but the one offered by Sampson (2007, p.10): “the grammatical possibilities of a language are like a network of paths in open grassland.” In any case, the never-ending lexical and structural innovation in language, which in the subway system analogy may be likened to the building of new stations, excavation of new tunnels, and abandonment of old ones, amounts to what \cite{Beckner+al.2009} (p.15) called the “perpetual dynamics” of language change.

Because change can affect virtually all the aspects of the language representation space and its use, both the initial acquisition of language and its subsequent modification through use likely involve all the learning mechanisms to which the human brain has access \cite{Atallah+al.2004}. In particular, to the extent that language is an effective tool for seeking social and other rewarding outcomes, such as influencing others or gaining access to resources (and may even have evolved in part under the selection pressures from these factors; \cite{Herrmann+al.2007} \cite{Pinker.2010}, language acquisition and change must rely on reinforcement learning (RL; \cite{Pack+Kaelbling.1996} \cite{Littman.2015}), both of the model-free and model-based varieties.\footnote{Note the computational universality of the RL formulation: “any task with a computable description can be formulated in the RL framework” \cite{Schmidhuber.2015} p.100).}

However, even model-based RL, in which the learner gradually builds an internal representation of the environment that it navigates, does not quite capture the nature of the problem at hand, because like RL in general, model-based RL still assumes that representational states are to be associated with specific actions. In comparison, in real-time language behavior the actions are picked dynamically, in response to moment-by-moment changes in the situations, which may well have no precedent in the agent’s history. For a detailed discussion of the reasons because of which the standards formulations of RL are less than adequate for realistic behaviors, see \cite{Edelman.2015}.

### 3.3 Dependency: the universal type of structural constraint in language

The many diverse factors that dynamically shape language behavior can all be expressed in terms of a common computational primitive: \textit{dependencies}. The concept of dependency is a relatively theory-neutral structural primitive, which can express all the “syntactic” characterizations of language, and which is therefore widely used in both formalist and computational linguistics (Phillips 2003b; de Marneffe et al., 2014). At the same time, it is sufficiently powerful to express the other, “extra-linguistic” influences on the dynamic production and comprehension of language, if these processes are viewed as ongoing constraint satisfaction \cite{Levy+al.2009} \cite{Bullock+al.2009}.

Dependencies can therefore serve as a bridge between the behavior-general theoretical framework based on the computational concept of navigation on the one hand and the existing body of data in linguistics on the other hand.\footnote{This requires, however, that the idea of generative grammar be abandoned \cite{Edelman.2017}, in favor of a descriptive approach, such as Postal’s (2008) model-theoretic one.}

To help along with this conceptual bridging, the following brief breakdown of dependencies by type includes examples both from language and from other behaviors.

---
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3.3.1 Dependency: basic sequential structure

A clear tell-tale of the presence of structure in natural language utterances is non-random word sequencing: the “departures from equiprobability” (Harris, 1991, p.32) in the serial order of the words that comprise them. Indeed, in the simplest cases, a linguistic dependency is merely the elevated probability of encountering a word following another word, so that the former can be said to depend on the latter. More generally, it has been observed that “the presence of a word […] depends not on particular other words but on the dependence properties of the other words” (Harris, 1991, p.52) — a provision that quickly escalates the intricacy of linguistic dependencies (Mel’çuk, 2003). Nevertheless, dependencies in language are fundamentally similar in kind to those found in other graph-based problems such as navigation or foraging.

Now, some word sequences are sufficiently cohesive to warrant being made into units in their own right. Thus, comparing a number of utterances to one another after aligning them on shared words reveals collocations — multi-word sequences, whose status as units of representation (e.g., Arnon and Snider, 2010; Bannard and Lieven, 2012) is statistically motivated (i.e., they have to be more common than warranted by chance; cf. Barlow’s (1990) notion of suspicious coincidence). Outside of language, collocations correspond to structures such as “chains” in habitual motor tasks (Aldridge and Berridge, 1998) and beaten paths in familiar-terrain navigation (Di Fiore and Suarez, 2007).

3.3.2 Dependency: hierarchical structure

If the newly discovered collocations are added to the lexicon and the discovery process is applied recursively, the lexicon becomes a set of units some of which possess tree-like hierarchical structure, similar to the constituent structure postulated by most linguistic theories (see Solan et al., 2005 and the references therein). This process corresponds to a rewiring and recoding of the graph that represents the listener/speaker’s experience: while some of its vertices are still isolated words, others are hierarchically structured supra-word units.[15]

The language user can generate utterances by reading out the units while traversing the grammar graph (descending in each case of a hierarchical unit down to the level of words) and can analyze an utterance by assigning it a properly structured representation (a “parse”), as dictated by the traversal; the “meaning” of the utterance — that is, its effect on the listener — is then constrained by its recovered structure. As before, note that such representations have parallels in navigation and in more abstract problem solving, in the form of recursive path or task decomposition (Botvinick, 2008; cf. Jackendoff and Pinker, 2005). Indeed, the basic type of hierarchy in dependency structures may be so common as to be shared between music-, math-, and language-related tasks (Van de Cavey and Hartsuiker, 2016).

Tree-structured hierarchical dependencies are commonly assumed to mediate a range of linguistic phenomena such as binding in anaphora (Phillips, 2003a). Differences in the posited hierarchical dependencies are also thought to account for cases in which there is a big difference in interpretation or in acceptability between two utterances that seem almost identical.

The so-called tough movement adjectives such as “eager” and “easy” exemplify this phenomenon: they work equally well in some contexts (“Abe is eager to read”; “Abe is easy to read”), but cannot be interchanged in others (compare “to read is easy” and “to read is eager”). This type of structure dependence of

[15] Technically, this makes it a higraph (Kolodny et al., 2015).
[16] For instance, the binding of “Abe” and “himself” in “Abe told Bob that he hurt himself.” The patterns of acceptability in anaphor binding may arise from thematic constraints (Pollard and Sag, 1992).
[17] While the perceived acceptability of utterances is always graded rather than all-or-none (Schütze, 1996), it is sometimes sharply graded.
path acceptability is, however, not as formidable as it sounds: it appears to be learnable from distributional (corpus) data.[F] Moreover, sharp differences in behavioral generalization between items that are found in very similar contexts are not exclusive to language. Consider the difference between regular and French windows: both admit light, but the underlying scene structure induces people to disprefer exiting a room via the former. And just as in language, dispreferred does not mean absolutely ruled out: a person may well decide to exit via a window if the room is on fire and the door is blocked.

3.3.3 Dependency: long-range sequential structure

Sequential dependencies in utterances, such as number or gender agreement between noun and verb, can leap over one or more — sometimes, many — intervening words. If the intervening words are all subsumed under the same root in a tree-structured unit, the dependency could be considered short-range, skipping just one unit (this is the case, e.g., in the tree-adjoining grammar or TAG formalism; Joshi and Schabes [1997]). Given that human languages do tend to minimize actual word-level dependency length in their utterances (Futrell et al., 2015), it seems likely that long-range dependencies are indeed psychologically real.

In terms of graph structure, non-local dependencies correspond to several paths that are initially distinct, then traverse the same sequence of items, then part ways again. Tasks with this structure are commonly used in studies of animal navigation (e.g., the 8-maze; Wood et al., 2000). Following a proposal by Levy (1996, fig. 2), Eichenbaum et al. showed that rats can learn to perform an analogous navigation task set in an abstract space of odor sequences (Agster et al., 2002; Fortin et al., 2002).

3.3.4 Dependency: categorical abstraction in context

If a set of paths through the word graph can be partially aligned so that some of their vertices match, but others do not, the non-matching vertices are thereby shown to belong to a category — namely, the equivalence class of words that are interchangeable in the context defined by the matching parts of the aligned paths (Harris, 1946; Solan et al., 2005). In principle, this procedure motivates syntactic categories such as parts of speech; in practice, for reasons of semantics such categories are much narrower than that.[18]

In non-linguistic tasks, categorical grouping corresponds, for instance, to situations where several alternative paths, perhaps differing in some quality related to another task, lead to the goal. The latter may be a physical location, as in navigation, or an abstract state, as in problem solving. In particular, while navigating from work to home, one can travel by a direct route, or by making a detour via a grocery store to pick up the ingredients for dinner.

A distinction is commonly made in language between open-class and closed-class word categories. Words that belong to open-class categories such as various subtypes of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, connote content and are relatively easily learnable: people can usually pick up a novel open-class word from context and gradually master its use. The much less numerous, yet much more frequently encountered, closed-class or function words anchor the form and import (“meaning”) of utterances. A novel item encountered in a slot in which a function word is expected (e.g., on the basis of phonological cues; Dąbrowska, 2004, pp.164-165) is much more difficult to make sense of. There is evidence that infants gradually learn to recognize function words over the first year (Shi et al., 2006) and that they use for this purpose distributional cues, especially the frequency of occurrence (Hochmann et al., 2010).

Consider the relative merits of filling the slot in the expression “dead ___” by any random member of the noun category (say, “chair”), as opposed to just the members of the set AnimateObjects ∪ {calm, ringer}.
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A possible counterpart for the closed-class or function words outside language may be found in motor act planning and sequencing. The constraints of the human skeletomuscular system (say) allow a person to easily learn actions that are drawn from a very broad — and open-ended — class; at the same time, there is a small and difficult to extend repertoire of “special” actions. In free-style lap swimming in a pool, for instance, technical inhaling/exhaling and flip-turning are closed-class elements, while the actual swimming is composed of open-class elements.

### 3.3.5 Dependency: multimodal concurrency and synchronizing events

As already mentioned earlier, the symbolic or “digital” aspect of language — the sequences of discrete words uttered by speakers and analyzed by listeners — is always accompanied by several concurrent streams of additional information such as “analog” or continuously variable prosody, gestures, etc., typically spanning several modalities (Vigliocco et al. 2014; Kolodny and Edelman 2015; Roy et al. 2015). In terms of dependencies, this implies that the presence and the precise form of a discrete element in the “main” sequence may depend not only on other discrete elements, past and future, but also on certain graded and possibly quite subtle features of the accompanying analog streams.

These additional streams exert a multidimensional, dynamically unfolding influence that is traditionally deemed “extralinguistic” and thus rarely discussed in connection with language, let alone included in the corpus data typically used by computational linguists and psychologists. Among these analog streams are the (vector-valued) fluid emotional states of the speaker and the listener, as well as the constantly shifting motivational variables, which affect on the fly the communication process and therefore also the ongoing choice of words (and intonation, and gestures) and their interpretation.

In making a case for the multimodal, concurrent nature of all complex behaviors, including language, Kolodny and Edelman (2015) discuss some of the peculiar computational problems that characterize them. In particular, the normally asynchronous processes that comprise behavior are occasionally checked, because one or more conditions on which further progress depends has not yet been met. This type of stop-and-go dynamics, which effectively synchronizes the processes involved in it, gives rise to events — time windows during which some of the variables in question remain practically constant. Synchronization can also be carried out by a periodic signal. An example of a periodic factor that induces a cross-component dependency is breathing: in olfaction, it helps shape the neural dynamics of the olfactory bulb activity (Skarda and Freeman 1987), while in language it affects prosody, utterance segmentation, and turn-taking in conversation.

### 3.3.6 Dependency: structure distributed across individuals

Social aspects of language are central both to its acquisition by novice users and to its continuous shaping through use. The act itself of using language is a socially grounded experience, arguably even when we think/speak to ourselves (Lewis 2002). On the social- and discourse-centered view of language discussed earlier, linguistic behavior is coordinated across speakers and listeners. This coordination manifests itself on many levels in dependencies that span the inter-subject “gap.” For example, interlocutors tend to structure their utterances similarly (Bock 1986; Pickering and Branigan 1999); the timing of their actions exhibits dynamical rapport (Dale and Spivey 2006; Dale et al. 2013), and so do their brain activation patterns (Bilek et al. 2015). Instances of such coordination can be found in animal social behaviors, from the

19 Cf. the “community view” (Candlish and Wrisley 2014) of Wittgenstein’s argument in Philosophical Investigations regarding the impossibility of a private language (Wittgenstein 1958, §§244–271).
courtship dance in Drosophila (Anderson and Perona, 2014) to coordinated hunting strategies in prides of lions (Stander, 1992).

In language, these phenomena are so pervasive as to have inspired a dialogic theory of syntax (Du Bois, 2014), according to which the patterns of linguistic dependencies can only be fully described and understood if one studies complete corpora, which include the contributions of all the participants in each bout of discourse dialogic discourse (cf. Clark and Schaefer, 1989; Lewis, 2002). This view fits well within the general approach advocated here, according to which language behavior is generated by a multidimensional set of concurrent processes that transcend the boundaries between individual speakers, with foci of activity proceeding in parallel down multiple paths in each speaker/listener’s graph, all the while interacting dynamically within and between participants.

4 Neurocomputational models of language

An adequate computational understanding of these processes, without which they cannot be modeled, is still lacking. Revisiting Lashley’s (1951) problem of serial order in behavior, Houghton and Hartley (1996) claimed that “cognitive science has no (neuro-) psychologically grounded theory of serial order” — a claim that remains difficult to argue with twenty years later (Kolodny and Edelman, 2015) and that certainly applies to language qua serial behavior. The best one can do here, then, is round up potential candidates for such a neurally informed theory and see which directions seem the most promising.

To that end, I first state some methodological criteria for modeling, then proceed to survey the major computational approaches to modeling specifically the serial order in language. Because no existing model even begins to address the multimodal nature of language, let alone account for its ongoing dynamics, the discussion in this section focuses on how the various models deal with the problems arising in graph-constrained navigation, it being understood that these are only a small part of the big picture.

4.1 Methodological criteria

Any viable cognitive-computational model of language must meet several theoretical and empirical validity criteria (see also Edelman and Waterfall, 2007; Waterfall et al., 2010):

I Dynamic coordination. It must support the coordination of activities and adequately convey the conceptual and goal-oriented intentions of interlocutors, while dynamically balancing the multiple constraints that shape discourse.

II Multimodality and concurrency. It must allow integration with the “extralinguistic” aspects of language behavior, as discussed earlier.

III Learnability. It must include an account of language acquisition that is specific and practical enough to allow learning from experience: ideally, from interacting with fluent speakers, or, at a minimum, from a realistic corpus of behavioral data.

IV Production and comprehension. It must support all aspects of language behavior, and in particular account for both comprehension and production.

V Neural plausibility. It must rely on neurocomputational mechanisms that appear plausible in light of known brain neuroanatomy and neurophysiology (in the sense of appendix A).

For a rather more philosophical take on dialogism, see Linell, 2013; Steffensen, 2015.
VI **Scalability.** In learning and use, it must scale up to data sets that are realistic in their composition and size.

VII **Empirical adequacy.** It must replicate the many phenomena that characterize the behavior and performance of humans acquiring and using language.

VIII **Formal power.** [This point is a legacy of the formalist approach to language, which should by rights be set aside (Edelman, 2017b). I include it here because some linguists and psychologists focus their efforts exclusively on issues of formal power.\(^{21}\) Its formal computational power (in the sense of appendix [B]) must match the structural characteristics of natural languages.

To the best of my knowledge, no existing model meets all of these criteria. Indeed, most are concerned either with criterion [VII] (empirical power), or with criterion [VII] (formal power). The former focus on replicating a selection of empirical findings (which is often extremely narrow, e.g., the formation of the past tense in English verbs, and nothing else; or the auxiliary fronting in forming polar interrogatives in English, and nothing else). The latter may aim to meet the formal requirements and so focus exclusively on grammar (a theoretically barren notion, as noted earlier), with no regard to any of the other constraints — not even neural plausibility.

While the plausibility of a particular mechanism is often a matter of debate, relative rather than absolute plausibility estimates should be less controversial and can still be useful. As an example, consider two operations on strings, rewriting and adjoining, each of which can be used to define a grammar (for whatever it is worth; see appendix [B]). Context-free (CF) and context-sensitive (CS) families of languages are generated by grammars consisting of rewriting rules such as \(NP \rightarrow \text{the N}\) that involve both terminal strings (here, the determiner \(\text{the}\)) and non-terminals or variables (here, \(NP\) and \(N\)), which can in principle be bound to any terminal or other variable. In contrast, contextual languages (CL) are generated by adjoining (prepending and/or appending) terminal strings, drawn from specific categories, to existing predefined “seed” strings (Marcus et al., 1998). Arguably, the operation of adjoining is more neurally plausible than rewriting:

> It is hard to imagine our brain using auxiliary intermediate sentences of a nonterminal type. Instead, it looks more natural, in the proper sense of the word, to start with a collection of well-formed sentences, maybe acquired from experience, and to produce new well-formed ones by adding further words, in pairs that can observe dependencies and agreements, and in accordance with specified selectors, which can ensure the preservation of grammaticality.

— [Marcus et al., 1998] p.270

The difficulty with rewriting-based approaches lies with their reliance on variables and symbolic binding. Although binding through synchrony or phase-locking between the responses of units that may be far apart in the brain (Singer and Gray, 1995; Engel and Singer, 2001) is often assumed to be available as a building block in neural modeling (e.g., Hummel and Biederman, 1992; Hummel and Holyoak, 1998; Hummel, 2001), this assumption sidesteps some key questions: by what means synchrony is achieved in the first place, whether or not it is as flexible as abstract variable binding needs to be.

Settling for a static (circuit-based) instead of dynamic (binding-based) approach to structure (Edelman and Intrator, 2003) resolves these issues, but necessarily results in less than fully flexible variable-value “binding.” Even such limited binding often exacts a price in terms of neural plausibility. For instance, the
model of Borensztajn et al. (2009) owes its ability to process syntactic structures to the built-in operation of substitution, which, despite being less general than global variable binding, requires “a capacity for the nodes in [the] network to transmit and store richer information than just activation levels.”

The trade-off between neural plausibility and model power is exemplified also by the recently developed model of “symbol-like processing” in the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia, which is, in the words of its creators, limited in that “It can only assign pointers to memory locations with which it has had some previous experience, and those locations can only represent information that has been learned to be represented. Also, neural pointers cannot be nested at arbitrary levels of complexity or depth. In this respect, these neural representations fall short of qualifying as symbols in the most general sense” (Kriete et al., 2013, p.16390). Kriete et al. (2013) proceed to note that human symbolic computation is similarly constrained (cf. Johnson, 2004) — a point that resonates with my own past arguments (Edelman and Intrator, 2003; Edelman, 2007) and that in turn supports my contention that neural plausibility must serve as a useful and constructive criterion for choosing between competing language models.

4.2 Types of models

With the above-mentioned criteria in mind, I now offer a rough blueprint for classifying and evaluating cognitive-computational models of language. Traditionally, solutions to Lashley’s (1951) problem of serial order have been classified as associative (based on response chaining between successive elements), positional (based on coding the absolute order of elements in the sequence), or hierarchical (based on multiple levels of abstraction in representing sequential order), Lashley himself favoring the latter.

A rather different approach to serial order, competitive queuing (CQ), abandons sequentially structured representations altogether and shows instead that serial order can arise out of a parallel representation through a series of winner-take-all steps, in each of which the next element in the would-be sequence is selected via competition (Houghton and Hartley, 1996; Bullock, 2004). I shall return to this intriguing concept in section 4.6.

Because my prime concern in this paper is with language (rather than other, simpler serial behaviors) and with how it is implemented in the brain, the classification scheme that I offer below is based on how different models engage with language as a graph-structured problem (section 3.1) and how they account for dependencies (section 3.3), as well as how they could be mapped onto brain circuitry (section 5). On the basis of these characteristics, I discern four categories of models:

- **Symbolic models** (section 4.3). These models directly implement fully general, abstract structures and operations. An attempt to model language with a Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG) based on a putative neural implementation of rewriting rules would belong under this rubric.

- **Recurrent (“folded”) distributed networks** (section 4.4). The popular Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) architecture belongs here. Its successive layers are fully interconnected and the representations that it maintains are uniform (no units dedicated to specific functions) and distributed. This architecture is folded in the sense that the full sequential structure of a typical utterance is implicit in the weights of the network; generating it requires multiple passes around the recurrent loop.

- **Extended (“unfolded”) localist networks** (section 4.5). These spell out the possible utterances explicitly, via the sequential patterns of connectivity in non-uniformly wired circuits of neurons, which are therefore functionally not necessarily all alike. The label “extended” alludes also to the distinction between extensional and intentional definitions of a set: by listing its members vs. by stating the common properties that they share.
Figure 2: A sketch of the relationships among the language models discussed in section 4 (subsection numbers as indicated). The four classes of models appear in the boxes along the top of the figure. Some specific models, each of which may inherit features from more than one class (or sub-class, shown in cartouche) are named at the bottom, in italics (left to right): U-DOP, data-oriented parsing, (Bod, 2009); neural Turing machines, (LeCun et al., 2015); LSN/ESN, liquid state / echo state networks, (Maass, 2007; Tong et al., 2007); DL/RNN, deep learning / recursive neural networks, (LeCun et al., 2015); SRN, simple recurrent networks (Elman, 1990); association networks, (Hull, 1934; Wickelgren, 1979); ATNs, augmented transition networks, (Woods et al., 1972); ADIOS, automatic distillation of structure, (Solan et al., 2005); U-MILA, unsupervised memory-based incremental language acquisition, (Kolodny et al., 2015); ADIOS-MT, an application of ADIOS to machine translation (Edelman and Solan, 2009); GODIVA, gradient order directions into velocities of articulators, (Bohland et al., 2010).

- **Hybrid structured networks** (section 4.6). Approaches that combine elements of the above three strategies are possible and some have indeed been tried in the past. A hybrid architecture that I consider promising combines a localist representation of the elements of a sequence and an extended representation of element collocations with a recurrent loop that implements a flexible, yet constrained sequencing of the elements.

A sketch of this taxonomy appears in Figure 2. In the rest of this section, I discuss the four categories of models in some detail, including occasional remarks on their neural plausibility — the critically important issue to which section 5 will be devoted.

### 4.3 Symbolic models

In developing a symbolic model of brain function, the first issue is that of representation, where the many possibilities are often glossed over by highlighting the choice between distributed and localist schemes (Bowers, 2009). Choosing a distributed representation scheme leads to a particular formal framework —
the geometry of multidimensional vector spaces and manifolds — that is considered neurally plausible (Mumford 1994; Edelman 1999). To use it in modeling symbolic computation, one needs to be able to express the relevant formal operations such as variable-value binding in terms of operations on vectors, as it was done for instance by Plate (1995). Vector symbolic architectures have been used in modeling the representations of objects, relations, and sequences (Gallant and Okaywei 2013), as well as syntactic dependencies (Basile et al. 2011). In language, however, it seems that such models do not easily scale up, having only been tested on the same semantic disambiguation and thematic mapping tasks that had been explored already by Plate (1995). In addition, as one may expect given that they implement abstract binding, vector symbolic models do not rank high on neural plausibility.

Models of symbolic computation that employ localist representations may or may not score better in that regard. A prominent example of a model that was motivated explicitly by what is known about the circuits connecting the prefrontal cortex with the basal ganglia is the already mentioned implementation of indirection and pointer-based processing by Kriete et al. (2013). These authors did not, however, aim to model all of language from the top down (indeed, the type of language tasks on which their model has been tested is the same as in Plate (1995). In contrast, the spiking-neuron model of Fernando (2011) was designed explicitly at a direct implementation of rewrite rules, for which, however, it uses circuits tailored specifically for this purpose (rather than inspired by the circuitry of the brain). No tests of this model on actual language were reported.

The focus of symbolic neurocomputational models of language on rewrite rules — under the assumption that such rules capture the computational essence of language — illustrates a common feature of symbolic modeling: top-down flow of design choices. Alongside the choice of representation, it requires choosing the formal framework for describing language, such as PCFG (van Schijndel et al. 2012), which indeed involves rewrite rules. One notable exception is the work of Rodriguez and Granger (2016) on “the grammar of mammalian brain capacity.” Taking as a starting point the gross anatomy (including comparative data) and physiology of the cortex and thalamocortical and hippocampal-cortical circuits, they conclude that brain function is best seen in terms of “two constituent algorithms […]: i) categorization of objects by similarity, and ii) chaining objects into sequences,” which together amount to the recursive application of rewrite rules. While this approach is not aimed specifically at modeling language (nor has it been tested on natural-language tasks), it is in a sense more “linguistic” than all the others mentioned here, in that it attempts to reduce everything that the brain does to following the rules of a grammar — an explanatory move that is diametrically opposite to the one that underlies the present paper.

Standing back from these specific efforts to model brain function in terms of symbolic computation, we should realize that the symbolic modeling framework may be fundamentally at odds with natural language. The dynamics of discourse and the fluid and distributed nature of meaning contribute to what Marcus et al. (1998, p.247) call “the ‘open’ character of natural languages, making it impossible to formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for a sentence to be well-formed.” The upshot of this insight is that one must abandon structural well-formedness — and perhaps the very notion of a complete “sentence” to which the concept of well-formedness would apply — as the centerpiece of linguistic theory.

This realization reveals critical shortcomings in the formal symbolic approaches that equate the knowledge of language with the possession of a grammar, conceived of as a complete set of rules for parsing and generating well-formed sentences (cf. Postal 2004). The explanatory inadequacy of the formalist conception of grammar implies in turn that purely “syntactic” models, be they rule-based or statistical, are inherently incapable of explaining either production or comprehension. In production, the utterance that gets generated is never merely well-formed or highly probable (two characterizations that are difficult to distinguish empirically; see, e.g., Lau et al. 2016): it is the one that the utterer intends to produce, given the
effects that he or she or it intends the utterance to exert. Likewise, in comprehension, the “meaning” of an utterance is never fully contained within it (Ramsar and Baayen, 2013; Edelman, 2017b).

### 4.4 Recurrent (folded) networks

A useful representation of the knowledge of language (whether or not it takes the form of a set of symbolic rules or a grammar) must be more compact than the body of language that it can process; in other words, it must attain compression (Wolff, 1988; Grünwald, 1994; Clark, 2001; Goldsmith, 2001). Compression of training data, as stipulated by the Minimum Description Length principle (Rissanen, 1987), is also the only way of attaining some ability to generalize the learned regularities to unseen data (Solomonoff, 1964).

In the recurrent network-based approach to modeling language, compression is enforced, implicitly, by constraining the model to reuse the same limited-capacity representational medium in processing a potentially unlimited range of inputs. In unstructured recurrent models, such as liquid state machines (defined below), this constraint corresponds to the limitation on the size of the network. In uniform structured recurrent architectures, such as the SRN (Elman, 1990), it is imposed by the size of the “hidden” layer. I discuss the unstructured recurrent networks first.

#### 4.4.1 Unstructured recurrent networks

On an abstract-computational level, some theoretical tools for the analysis of the behavior of recurrent networks are provided by the related concepts of chaotic itinerancy (Tsuda, 1996; Rabinovich et al., 2008; Tsuda, 2015) and structured flows on manifolds (Huys et al., 2014). While these ideas are beginning to find empirical support (e.g., in the study of hippocampal place cell sequence replay; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2015) and application in the modeling of sequential behaviors (such as handwriting; Huys et al., 2014), full-fledged models that employ unstructured recurrent networks tend to be more limited in their scope.

Consider, for instance, architectures known variously as Liquid State Networks (Maass, 2007) or Echo State Networks (Tong et al., 2007). In these networks, a set of randomly interconnected spiking neurons that jointly define the machine’s “liquid” state gives rise to a potentially very complex dynamics that can be modulated by an external stimulus (such as an image that needs to be classified) and read out by a neuron that computes a function (which may be linear) of the activities of the state neurons. Many different readout neurons can be trained to compute a variety of outputs from the same internal dynamics of the Liquid State Machine (LSM). This architecture can provably generate a broad family of input-output mappings (Maass and Markram, 2004). It also proved effective in modeling the behavior of anatomically realistic circuits of spiking neurons, involved in supporting many different cognitive tasks in a variety of species (Buonomano and Maass, 2009; Harvey et al., 2012).

Given the computational power of LSM guaranteed by the theorems in (Maass and Markram, 2004), it is not surprising that a model consisting of an unstructured recurrent network (with noise input and a winner-take-all readout) could replicate many statistical properties of birdsong in Bengalese finches (Yamashita et al., 2011). The implications of this finding for understanding the neural basis of language are, however, unclear. In bird courtship the sheer complexity of the song is likely the entire point of the male’s performance (as an honest signal of his motivation or quality; Lachmann et al., 2001). In contrast, in language the main function is conveying/gleaning structured information that could be useful in shaping complex behavior.

---

22Interestingly, the ADIOS model of language acquisition (Solan et al., 2005), whose learning process does not involve explicit optimization of compression or of any other global performance criterion, ends up compressing the training corpus (Solan et al., 2003).

23For a discussion of the limitations of the input-output or stimulus-response (S/R) conception of cognition, see (Edelman, 2015).
serve as a model of language, LSM or any other architecture must be shown capable of enforcing nontrivial structural regularities — “dependencies among dependencies” (Harris 1991, p.52; recall section 3.3) — that transcend basic statistics such as symbol frequencies.

4.4.2 Uniform structured recurrent networks

The Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) architecture, introduced by Elman (1990), differs from unstructured networks such as LSM in that its units are separated into several functional categories arranged by layer: input, output, and hidden, as in the popular three-layer perceptron or “backpropagation network” (Rumelhart et al. 1986) from which the SRN was derived. SRN models have been used to replicate, one at a time, a variety of findings in psycholinguistics, generating an extensive literature (reviewed, for instance, in Elman et al. 1996; Christiansen and Chater 2001). While most such models typically focus each on a limited set of phenomena, some efforts (e.g., Rohde, 2002; Chang, 2002) stand out for their broad coverage. However, the SRN architecture scores low on neural plausibility and even the most ambitious SRN-based models have not been shown to scale up to learning from, generating, and processing unconstrained natural language and to dealing with large corpora.

A renewed motivation for the attempts to scale up uniform structured recurrent network solutions for various cognitive tasks, including language, came with the development of deep network architectures and of new algorithms capable of training such networks (Hinton 2007). Deep learning (DL) methods have resulted in some spectacular successes, achieving human-level performance in certain tasks, such as visual object recognition (see LeCun et al. 2015 and the references therein). DL has also been applied to sequence learning (Sutskever and Hinton, 2007) and, more specifically, to language tasks such as parsing and translation (Collobert and Weston 2008; Socher et al. 2011; Hermann and Blunsom 2013; Sutskever et al. 2014). While the practical appeal of DL is clear, its contribution to the understanding of the human language faculty seems limited. In particular, as discussed in detail in Edelman (2015), (i) because they are essentially devices for supervised learning of function approximation, DL systems perform well on tasks of the stimulus/response variety (mapping inputs to outputs); (ii) their training requires massive amounts of labeled data; and (iii) the similarities between the DL architectures and brain circuits are partial and superficial.

In their critique of recurrent networks as models of serial order in behavior, Cooper and Shallice (2006) suggest that “explicit hierarchically organized and causally efficacious schema and goal representations are required to provide an adequate account of the flexibility of sequential behavior.” From the computational standpoint, framing the problem at hand as function approximation imposes few constraints on the architecture of a model that implements the solution, which is why uniform networks can do well in carrying it out and also why they falter on tasks that involve endogenous (agent-generated) goals and require flexible, open-ended reasoning about structured situations (Edelman 2015).

Deep network models are not equipped to deal with this challenge. Consider, for instance, a model that integrates DL with reinforcement learning and that was recently shown capable of human-level performance in a variety of computer games (Mnih et al. 2015). While this system did better than humans in dozens of simpler games, its creators note that performance remained far below that of human players on games that involve complex, hierarchically structured environments.

For DL models, even just holding a goal (let alone a hierarchy of goals) in mind while working on it is problematic. As LeCun et al. (2015) observe with regard to recursive neural networks (RNNs), of which SRN is an instance,

Grammar-like structure in birdsong (Katahira et al. 2011; Menyhart et al. 2015) may evolve because the learner’s ability to pick up patterns from his tutor can signal the learner’s quality.
RNNs, once unfolded in time \([\ldots]\), can be seen as very deep feedforward networks in which all the layers share the same weights. Although their main purpose is to learn long-term dependencies, theoretical and empirical evidence shows that it is difficult to learn to store information for very long.

4.4.3 Augmented and other non-uniform recurrent networks

DL’s problem with long-range dependencies stems from its reuse of the same units over and over at each processing cycle, as output is fed back through through the recurrent connections to become part of the next input. Two solutions to this problem suggest themselves. First, one may give up on the recurrent architecture in favor of “unfolded” circuits, in which reuse-induced interference among representations is easier to control (more about this in section 4.5). Second, one may counter the interference by breaking with the uniformity of the network design, for instance by augmenting it with a special module that implements persistent working memory, as in the LSTM (long short term memory) network architecture \(\text{(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber} \ 997b; \text{Schmidhuber} \ 2015)\).

Continuing down that path leads to computationally extremely powerful models: memory networks and neural Turing Machines (see (LeCun et al. 2015) for references and discussion). Of course, the possibility of a neural implementation of the Turing Machine (TM) has been investigated already by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). This approach to modeling, which includes “connectionist” production systems of Lebiere and Anderson (1993) and the “human Turing machine” of Zylberberg et al. (2011), is similar in spirit to the abstract symbolic models mentioned in section 4.3. Like those models, it has not been applied specifically to language. In any case, in modeling language, the computational power of a TM is more of a handicap than an advantage: as pointed out by Chomsky (2004, p.92) and others, to capture, crucially, both no less and no more than the regularities of natural language, the power of the model must be constrained in sophisticated ways, for which an abstract, closed-form characterization is lacking, and which in fact may be unattainable in principle, given the open-ended nature of the constraints that shape language behavior, as discussed earlier.

It seems therefore, that a better design choice here is not to strive for computational power as such (let alone for TM-level power), but rather to augment the recurrent architecture as needed for modeling specific aspects of language acquisition and use, preferably in a brain-inspired manner. This approach leads to models such as the Temporal Recurrent Network of (Dominey 2005; Dominey and Hoen, 2006), which is augmented with working memory for open-class words\(^25\). To date, such models (e.g., Dominey, 2005; Takac et al., 2012) aimed for neural plausibility at the expense of coverage and did not attempt to deal with realistic language or corpus data.

4.5 Extended (unfolded) networks

The extended-network model architectures discussed in this section represent a convergence of ideas from several sources. As mentioned earlier, an extended network can be obtained by unfolding a recurrent network, so that the successive time steps in its operation are represented by serially connected elements in the circuit (as in \(\text{LeCun et al.}\ 2015\) fig.5). In neural computation, the use of space to represent time is quite common (see appendix A). It is found, for instance, in the circuit that implements binaural sound localization in birds and mammals, where axonal propagation delay serves to compensate for interaural time delays.

\(^{25}\)Devolving into an abstract binding-based “model” \(\text{Dominey}\ 2005\) fig.4). Sequence learning in a model of insect mushroom bodies \(\text{Arena et al.}\ 2015\): cf. vertebrate hippocampus.
differences, allowing the use of a bank of coincidence detector neurons to signal direction to the sound source (Joris et al., 1998; Shamma, 2001).

The extended-circuit idea can be seen as motivated by three mutually complementary considerations, which together neatly span the levels of the Marr-Poggio hierarchy. On the computational level, in machine learning, obtaining an extended circuit by unfolding a recurrent one aims to alleviate the difficulty of building and preserving sequential and hierarchical structure in a distributed recurrent architecture. On the algorithmic level, in psycholinguistic modeling, constructing an extended circuit incrementally from the bottom up constitutes a response to the posited constraint on elementary learning operations, namely, alignment, comparison, and chunking. On the implementational level, in birdsong, choosing an extended circuit as a model is motivated by basic neuroanatomical and neurophysiological constraints, such as the space-for-time representational trade-off.

The unifying characteristic of models driven by these considerations is that their formal structure—a graph (Chartrand, 1992) or a generalization thereof (Harel, 1988; Edelman, 2015)—has a close and explicit correspondence to the repertoire of sequential behaviors that they account for: a corpus of linguistic utterances or bird songs. Specifically, the behavioral sequences that such models generate and accept (parse) correspond to the serial ordering of graph nodes created by a walk through it. In other words, a sequence is generated (or accepted) as the “token” of activity is passed down the network’s links. Depending on the actual dynamics of this process (e.g., on the interplay of excitation and inhibition), there may be one focus of activation, in which case the network’s instantaneous state is represented by the identity of the one active node at a time; alternatively, activation may be distributed, in which case the state is composite—a possibility that is outside the scope of the present discussion (Kolodny and Edelman, 2015).

Note that, in contrast, in recurrent models (section 4.4) this correspondence is implicit, while symbolic models (section 4.3) do not even possess structure in the relevant sense of the word. Further, there is a large and diverse class of network models of grammar that are in this sense symbolic (e.g., Lamb, 1998; Mel’ıcuk, 2003; Hudson, 2007). A radical example is Hudson’s (2007) Word Grammar, according to which “language is nothing but a network – there are no rules, principles or parameters to complement the network” and, further, “syntax consists of nothing but pair-wise links among words.” Crucially, such network approaches posit multiple types of links. For instance, figure 2.63 on p.259 of (Hudson, 2007) illustrates the hierarchical relationships among no fewer than 11 subtypes of dependency between nodes. In a biological neural network, in comparison, all axons are functionally the same; synapses come in very few varieties, each of which is defined in terms of its action on the postsynaptic cell. Whether or not all dependency grammars with typed links can be implemented in neural circuits under these constraints—perhaps by shifting the burden of type maintenance from links to nodes, through the use of distributed instead of localist representations—is an open question. In the spirit of the neural plausibility constraints of appendix A, in the following discussion I consider only those network models that do not use typed links. I refer to these as transition networks.

4.5.1 Transition network models

Transition networks have been used in several models of birdsong generation, where the sequential structure of song is represented explicitly by an extended circuit, in which synaptic transitions correspond to transitions between successive notes or “syllables” (e.g., Fiete and Seung, 2009; Jin, 2009; Katahira et al., 2011). Such models consist of a serially connected “backbone” that encodes the syllable sequence and a readout

The contrast between networks with abstract typed links and real neural networks brings to mind Johannes Müller’s “law of specific nerve energies” (1835).
circuit that maps each presently active representation to the corresponding motor output. If the song of the species being modeled includes more than one main motif, the single linear backbone becomes a branching and reconnecting graph (Jin, 2009), which corresponds, in formal computational terms, to the finite-state automaton that generates the (regular) language (Cane, 1978) of the song in question (Yamashita et al., 2011; Katahira et al., 2011; Menyhart et al., 2015).

The transition network approach has deep roots in psychology. In particular, it resembles Clark Hull’s diagrams of association networks offered as an account of sequential behavior in maze learning and traversal by rats (Hull, 1934, fig. 10). A basic Hullian transition network is simply a chain of stimulus-response associations, in which each action on part of the animal is a response to an immediately preceding “stimulus” — an architecture criticized by Lashley (1951) as incapable of modeling behavioral sequences that contain optional elements or, more generally, that possess hierarchical structure. Lashley’s criticism was subsequently addressed by Wickelgren (1969), whose elaboration on the basic association network included a shallow hierarchy of control units (cf. appendix B.2).

Hull’s network is among the direct predecessors of the “structured connectionist networks” (Feldman and Ballard, 1982; Feldman et al., 1988), whose development ushered in the “connectionist” era in cognitive modeling. As long as they do not use typed links and other abstract computational tools, the structured connectionist models are precisely what I call here transition networks. Unlike the uniform “backprop” networks mentioned in section 4.4.2 structured connectionist models have all but disappeared from the cognitive modeler’s toolbox. When they are applied to language, it is in a form that is typically much more abstract than the straightforward transition network architecture (Chang et al., 2004; Chang and Mok, 2006; Chang, 2008). Exceptions to this pattern are some data-driven models of language acquisition that build, from the bottom up, graph-structured grammars that act as transition networks (Solan et al., 2005; Kolodny et al., 2015). In these networks (which have been applied also to the modeling of birdsong and of other sequential behaviors and their evolution; Kolodny et al., 2014; Menyhart et al., 2015; Kolodny et al., 2015), each newly encountered utterance is adduced to the growing graph after some abstraction, which includes the chunking and reuse of commonly occurring subsequences (collocations) and the detection and coding of contextually similar and hence substitutable elements. Edelman (2015, esp. section 5) discusses at some length the reasons why the structured connectionist approach to modeling language may be particularly promising (see also section 4.6 below).

4.5.2 Path switching in transition networks

In transition network models of this type, each utterance that can be generated or parsed corresponds to a unique path through the graph. With lifelong learning enabled, the possible behaviors of such a model can become probabilistically weighted, in a manner that is driven by experience (as in the path selection model of Fernando et al., 2011; cf. Doursat and Bienenstock, 2006). It may seem that because of this one-to-one correspondence between action sequences and paths, the model’s behavior must be “hard-wired” — indeed, interrupting a sequence, switching paths dynamically, and even choosing the desired path to begin with (as opposed to the path that is the most probable according to prior experience) would all seem impossible.

The resolution of this fundamental issue lies in allowing the traversal of each link in the network to be
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27 Walker’s (1992) survey of the early history of connectionism lists even earlier sources than Hull, such as the work of Spencer and James.

28 Connectionist PCFGs (e.g., van Schijndel et al., 2012) do use typed links.

29 Standard probabilistic language models (Goodman, 2001) are geared to rank utterances by their probability.
determined by a conditioning variable. This type of control corresponds to the abstract computational notion of a guarded command (see the discussion and references in [Kolodny and Edelman, 2015]). On the level of mechanism, it requires gating — either on/off switching, as in temporarily enabling or disabling a link, or routing, as in steering a signal from a source node to one of several possible destination nodes.

Perhaps unexpectedly for those who think of neural networks as hard-wired, it is rather easy to implement the gating functionality in a neural circuit. A locus classicus for this idea is the celebrated paper by McCulloch and Pitts (1943), in which they showed that gated networks of highly simplified formal “neurons” have the computational power of a Turing Machine. More recent examples include a probabilistic routing mechanism that uses distributed representations (Jin, 2009, fig.3), a neural router concept controlled by a steering signal (Miller and Cohen, 2001; Botvinick et al., 2009), a detailed interpretation of cortical circuitry implementing graphical models (Litvak and Ullman, 2009), and a (still very corticocentric) proposal of how the brain, operating in what a computer engineer would call a virtual machine mode (Sloman and Chrisley, 2003; Edelman, 2008a), may implement a TM (Zylberberg et al., 2010).

4.5.3 On the computational power of transition networks

As already mentioned in section 4.4.3, in modeling language Turing equivalence is more of a problem than a solution, because of the difficulty of constraining the TM’s power in just the right ways. An augmented transition network (ATN) architecture with the power of a TM has been used in the first large-scale models of natural language processing (Woods et al., 1972; Wanner and Maratsos, 1978). In discussing the implications of ATN’s excess power, Fodor and Frazier (1980) offered an interesting comment:

[…] the class of ATNs is more or less co-extensive with the class of conceivable parsing mechanisms and thus that ATN theory does not substantially contribute to the search for the human sentence parsing mechanism (HSPM)? We believe that ATN theory can be defended against this charge of emptiness, for there is an interpretation of it under which it does make an empirical claim (though we don’t know whether this is a claim to which the proponents of the theory take themselves to be committed). The idea is that the behavior of the HSPM can be modelled by an ATN because the relevant part of the human brain has exactly the structure and capacities (computational resources, storage capacity, control structures, etc.) of an ATN.

Because some of the computational tricks to which ATNs resort to achieve their power (notably, the stack-like push/pop operations) are highly implausible in the context of a biological brain (unless implemented slowly and effortfully on the level of a virtual machine; see appendix A), the above interpretation seems as unlikely to me as it did to Fodor and Frazier (1980).

4.6 Hybrid networks

Different types of models discussed so far may be particularly good at addressing different aspects of the control problem that underlies language behavior. For instance, the simple two-layer competitive queuing (CQ) network (Bohland et al., 2010, fig.1), mentioned in section 4.2, is effective in integrating multiple constraints that join forces in generating a sequence of actions from a parallel representation, while recurrent (folded) networks offer representational savings, and transition (unfolded) networks are easier to learn. These considerations motivate a hybrid, division-of-labor approach to modeling language. Two such hybrid approaches are described in the remainder of this section.
The first one has been developed as a model of machine translation (Edelman and Solan, 2009). This model uses the ADIOS algorithm (Solan et al., 2005) to learn structured transition networks (recall section 4.5.1) for the source and target languages, then uses the activation pattern induced by the input utterance in the source network to selectively activate elements in the target network. The resulting spread of activation in the target network is subject to the learned statistical-structural patterns of usage (“grammar”) in the target language. This process generates a probability-ranked list of competing output sentences, which is then reranked so as to take into account any additional thematic or contextual constraints. The ADIOS-MT model can therefore be seen to rely both on structured transition networks and on competitive constraint satisfaction, which contribute to its functioning in distinct stages of processing.

The second hybrid approach is found in the GODIVA model of speech production (Bohland et al., 2010), which integrates CQ with certain aspects of both (unfolded) transition networks and (folded) recurrent networks. This model is designed to produce hierarchically and contextually constrained sequences of categorical elements of speech (phonemes), reaching up to the phonology of isolated words, but stopping short of sentence construction. This exclusion is significant: as noted in section 3.1, the graph of the possible paths over phonemes is orders of magnitude smaller than the graph over words; the computational problem of controlling navigation over the word graph is much more challenging than the one addressed by GODIVA.

Even so, the GODIVA model is not learned; instead, the network weights that determine its dynamics are “hand-wired” — manually set to values that guarantee the desired outcomes when the differential equations describing the network are integrated (Bohland et al., 2010, p.1516). With regard to the model’s architecture, Bohland et al. (2010, p.1522) note that it “combines elements of both CQ and positional models,” as well as “serial chain” representations.” Importantly, they offer an explicit mapping of the functional components of the GODIVA model onto certain brain regions and circuits implicated in language (more about this in section 5).

Taking into account the lessons from the entire preceding survey of various classes of models, it appears that our best bet is a hybrid approach that would combine elements of existing approaches (such as ADIOS-MT and GODIVA) and extend them so as to meet the functional-computational demands of language. The proposed approach would:

(A) implement the graph-like space of elementary language actions — by an ensemble of transition networks, TN;

(B) implement the dynamic CQ sequencing of these actions — by a recurrent network RN, controlling the transitions of TN;

(C) implement the various constraints and dependencies — by steering the dynamics (activity-space trajectory) of RN, through the gating of control units by contingent inputs;

(D) ground language behavior in general-purpose understanding of how the world works — by making the control of RN susceptible to influence from hierarchically structured representations of the world.

A sketch of the proposed architecture (which is as yet very far from being a model), showing only the main functional components, appears in Figure 3, with the above items (A)-(D) marked. In the next section, I discuss some of the neurobiological considerations that should be brought to bear on the design of a proper — computationally and structurally explicit and neurally plausible — model based on these ideas.
On the possible brain basis of language

Where in the brain should we look for language, and in particular for the neural counterparts to the computational building blocks identified and discussed above? Given that virtually every brain area for which functional imaging data are available has been shown to contribute to every task ever considered in those studies (Anderson 2010, pp.257-258), one should expect to find language, along with other complex behaviors, to be computed and controlled cooperatively by a variety of circuits. The real questions with regard to the brain basis of language have therefore to do with the area- and circuit-level commonalities between different complex sequential behaviors and with the roles that the relevant circuits play in computing various aspects of language.

In considering the findings that can be brought to bear on these questions, one must be cognizant of several potential pitfalls. First, most of the studies to date had subjects perform quite unnatural tasks, including, notably, sentence acceptability judgments, which have very little, if anything, to do with real language use. The few exceptions, to be discussed later, include (Silbert et al. 2014) and (Brennan et al. 2016), whose subjects listened to narrated texts — still not natural dialogue of the kind illustrated in Table 2, but much better than, say, the task of reporting the number of nouns changed between two consecutive sentences in a trial (Santi and Grodzinsky 2010).

The second issue, which has affected the gathering and interpretation of most of the available functional imaging data, is extreme corticocentrism — a bias that is not specific to language sciences (Parvizi 2009), and that is far from having been dispelled by critique such as that of (Anderson 2010). As a theoretical stance that dominates not only the reports of particular studies, but also integrative reviews and program-
matic papers (e.g., [Poeppel et al., 2012; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky, 2013; Poeppel, 2014]),
corticocentrism remains a serious obstacle to the development of a broad and naturalistic understanding of
the brain basis of language.

The third, methodological issue has to do with level of detail of models of language in the brain that
are on the offer. Many such models, including the best-known and most influential ones, make no attempt
to engage with either the circuitry or the computations underlying language. Rather, they are mere verbal
descriptions that map the classical conceptual components of language such as “syntax” and “semantics”
onto mostly cortical areas. Examples include the daring for its time “declarative-procedural model” of (Ull-
man, 2001, 2004; Walenski and Ullman, 2005; Ullman, 2006), as well as more recent attempts at theoretical
synthesis such as (Hagoort, 2014; Fedorenko and Thompson Schill, 2014), which deal in networks of areas,
ot circuits or computations.

That said, it seems that the behavioral and computational take on language sketched earlier in this paper
is hardly detailed enough to suggest a more explicit model of how the brain implements language. Rather
than pretending that building such a model is already feasible, in the remainder of this section I offer some
remarks on the classical view of the brain basis of language, followed by a series of hypotheses that link
the various components of the alternative view of language — agency and social functions, embodiment,
dynamic control, constrained navigation, multiple types of dependencies and constraints, multimodality and
concurrency — to brain circuits that support them.

5.1 The classical view of language in the brain

There are two aspects to what I call the classical view of how language is implemented in the brain: it is,
as already noted, corticocentric in its neuroscientific outlook; and it is syntactico-centric in its linguistic
orientation. In mapping language onto the brain, theories entertained by the corticocentric mainstream differ
little from the Broca/Wernicke caricature familiar to many of us from psychology textbooks. For instance,
van der Lely and Pinker (2014) include the caudate nucleus of the basal ganglia as the only non-cortical
region in their synthesis. In contrast, the imaging study of Silbert et al. (2014), whose subjects listened to an
actor-narrated story, reports extensive spread of language production and comprehension over various brain
areas.[H]

Theories that focus exclusively on the cortex tend also to be beholden to textbook linguistic notions of
syntactic well-formedness, the autonomy of the syntax, and communication by passing around meanings
(see section 1.1 and Edelman, 2017b for a critique). For instance, the modeling effort of (Bornkessel-
Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky, 2013) aims at uncovering “the functional neuroanatomy of the form-to-
meaning mapping” culminating in an interface with the “cognitive control” module in the frontal lobe.

Among these theoretical commitments, the one to generative grammar and the reality of syntax (as,
for example, in the unquestioning adoption by Friederici and Singer (2015) of the Minimalist concept of
Merge) is probably the most counterproductive. The continued prominence of this stance is striking, given
the extreme scarcity of independent empirical evidence for the behavioral and neural reality of syntax.
While claims of such evidence are made regularly, the studies they are based on tend to be methodologically
lacking and the findings weak at best.

In one typical example, the study of Ben-Shachar et al. (2003), which used planned contrasts in an
imaging experiment to localize syntax in the cortex, relied on dubious assumptions regarding the argument
structure of the verbs it employed.[I] In another example, the study of Santi and Grodzinsky (2010) was
constructed around an extremely artificial task: the subjects had to tell whether one or two nouns changed
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from the first to the second sentence of every trial. In addition, as the “syntactically identical” yet distinct sentences necessarily differed in some of the words, Santi and Grodzinsky (2010, p.1292) admit that it was not possible to attribute their findings exclusively to “syntax” (as distinct from semantics).

A more sound approach has been taken by Brennan et al. (2016), who used multiple regression (instead of planned contrasts) to compare the effects of syntactic complexity on the fMRI signal in various cortical areas, in subjects who listened to a story being read. While their analysis indicated that in some of the areas in question hierarchical estimates of syntactic complexity did make a unique contribution to the variance, the size of the effect was small: smaller, indeed, than that of bigram- and trigram-based measures of complexity. As I argued elsewhere (Edelman, 2017b), given how extraordinary the claims that such studies purport to substantiate are, this is not the kind of extraordinary evidence that is called for.

5.2 Bringing the rest of the brain and behavior into the picture

To distance the present approach to language from the corticocentrism and syntacticocentrism of the mainstream neurolinguistics, Table 3 lists, for the main components of the framework for language proposed in this paper, some of the candidate brain structures and circuits (subcortical and cortical) that may support them, according to published findings. Sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.7 contain the same entries, sorted by brain area/circuit, each accompanied by a few comments and select references. The list is both very partial and very terse; a proper review of the relevant neuroanatomy and neurophysiology is outside the scope of this paper and will not be attempted here.

5.2.1 Prefrontal cortex

Broca’s area in the prefrontal cortex needs no introduction as a language hub; I mention it here first, both to acknowledge this fact and to point out that modern reviews hold it to be but one hub in a much larger
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31 For example, the formalist framework used by the study in question posits extreme proliferation of nodes without lexical labels in the syntactic trees, which typically outnumber lexical nodes by a factor of 4 or 5 to 1.
“language network” that includes, notably, the basal ganglia (BG; Ullman, 2006), as well as many other areas (Hagoort, 2014). Among its internal subdivisions, Brodmann areas 44 and 45 are particularly closely associated with enforcing dependencies (“syntax”; Hagoort and Indefrey, 2014).

Another prefrontal area that I single out here is the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which participates in action selection — what Haggard and Chambon (2012) call prospective agency. Endogenous selection of action, preceded by prospection and accompanied by a sense of agency is, of course, a critical functional component in any goal-oriented behavior, including language.

5.2.2 Basal ganglia

The basal ganglia, comprising the striatum, globus pallidus, substantia nigra, and subthalamic nucleus, serve as a hub in the set of cortical-basal-thalamic-cortical loops that play an essential role in a number of behavioral control tasks. Anatomically, the cortico-BG loops belong to five major types (Alexander et al., 1986, fig.3). A further subdivision into many parallel “split circuits” (Joel and Weiner, 1994, fig.5) or “stripes,” which are a prominent functional-anatomical feature of the prefrontal cortex, has been interpreted as supporting hierarchically structured tasks (O’Reilly and Frank, 2006; Badre, 2008; Botvinick, 2008).

The tasks supported by the cortico-BG circuit include action sequencing (Aldridge and Berridge, 1998; Nakahara et al., 2001; Aldridge and Berridge, 2003), habit formation and habitual sequencing (Graybiel, 2008), sequence parsing and concatenation (Jin et al., 2014), start-stop control (Jin and Costa, 2010), and, importantly, the selection of an action to be executed, while inhibiting its alternatives (Bullock et al., 2009) — all under the influence of reward processing (Humphries and Prescott, 2010; Redgrave et al., 2011), as in reinforcement learning (Niv, 2009). It is widely acknowledged that all these tasks arise also in language; for instance, Longworth et al. (2005) describe the role of the striatum in language as “late integrational processes requiring inhibition of competing alternatives.”

The closed-loop anatomy of the cortico-BG circuit suggests that its dynamics may be very much like that of the recurrent (folded) network models discussed in section 4.4. Indeed, Redgrave et al. (2011) refer to this circuit as “re-entrant loop.” It is important to remember, however, that the intricate anatomy of this circuit (Humphries and Prescott, 2010; Haber and Behrens, 2014) necessitates treating it as a highly structured, rather than uniform, network (using the terminology of section 4). The GODIVA model of Bohland et al. (2010), discussed earlier, explicitly acknowledges this architectural constraint, as does the hybrid approach illustrated in Figure 3.

5.2.3 Cerebellum

Although the cerebellum is not often included in discussions of the brain basis of language, its developmental and acute-lesion disorders interfere not just with motor fluency, but also with a wide range executive functions, such as attentional and emotional control. Linguistic difficulties that ensue include “anomia, agrammatic speech, and abnormal syntactic structure, with abnormal prosody” (Koziol et al., 2014, p.156).
Because language behavior is multimodal and concurrent, another aspect of cerebellar function may be required for its smooth execution: “synchrony, or fluidly coordinating sequences of thought and action,” which occurs as a result of “very rapid on-line processing and feedback between the cerebral cortex and the cerebellum, mediated through the thalamus […]” (Bullock, 2004, p.160).

5.2.4 Amygdala and insula

The insular cortex and the amygdala complex, two heavily mutually interconnected structures that are typically discussed in the context of interoception and social and emotional functions, are another example of brain regions that only seem unlikely to be involved in language if one clings to the syntactiocentric dogma. A recent meta-analytical survey concluded that “the insula represents a core area in language processing” (Ardila et al., 2014). Interaction between the insula and the amygdala contributes to the processing of prosody (Leitman et al., 2017) and ironical language (Akimoto et al., 2014), which are important in social contexts. Because social cues are also central to normal language acquisition, it is not surprising that an association exists between the size of the amygdala in infancy and language abilities during preschool, as revealed by a longitudinal developmental study (Ortiz-Mantilla et al., 2010). The roles of the amygdala and the insula in social language dynamics have been directly corroborated by inter-subject synchronization analysis of fMRI phase signals (Nummenmaa et al., 2014).

5.2.5 Hippocampus

The classical notions of the hippocampal involvement in memory and navigation, as well as the more recent insights into its role in sequence learning and processing (Levy, 1996; Fortin et al., 2002; Schendan et al., 2003; Jensen and Lisman, 2005; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013; Albouy et al., 2013), all suggest that it should be central to the computational approach to language developed in the present paper. Even a cursory survey of the literature shows that this is indeed the case. Beginning in infancy, hippocampal volume predicts later fluency (Can et al., 2013); its lesions in early childhood derail acquisition (DeLong and Heinz, 1997; Weber et al., 2006). Because low socio-economic status (SES) during development negatively affects hippocampal anatomy and physiology (Hackman et al., 2010), hippocampal function likely mediates in part the influence of SES on linguistic ability (e.g., Hart and Risley, 1995; Huttenlocher et al., 2010). In adults, hippocampal activity distinguishes good from poor word learners (Breitenstein et al., 2005). More generally, it supports implicit learning of motor sequences (Cheysen et al., 2010), multimodal binding and memory (Kurczek et al., 2013), and flexible use and processing of language (Duff and Brown-Schmidt, 2012) and rule learning (Seger and Cincotta, 2006).

According to the “behavior as navigation” metaphor (section 2.4) and the classical notion of the hippocampus as a cognitive map (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971), the representations supporting all these tasks should be map-like. Indeed, a case has been made for this map to encode the topology (connectivity) rather than the geometry of the represented space (Dabaghian et al., 2014), that is, for it being a graph. The navigation of this graph can be flexible in that it may involve shortcuts (Tolman, 1948), as well as combining and recombining snippets of trajectories (Davidson et al., 2009; Gupta et al., 2010).

The functional interdependence of navigation and language is hinted at by the interference between the two: subjects in the study of (Meilinger et al., 2008) performed worse at wayfinding when required also to shadow a verbal stimulus. A more direct source of evidence for such interdependence comes from an electrophysiological study that documented the existence of hippocampal theta oscillations (known to reflect

---

35Cerebellar volume in infancy predicts language fluency (Can et al., 2013).
the activity of place cells and related mechanisms) during natural language processing and their sensitivity to specifically linguistic information (Piai et al., 2016; Covington and Duff, 2016).

To be of use in language, the space represented and navigated must be abstract, as in the space (graph) of phoneme or word sequences. It turns out that even rats are capable of navigating abstract spaces. Following an idea first proposed by Levy (1996), Agster et al. (2002) trained rats to dynamically switch between sequences of olfactory choices, exhibiting a capacity not just for following, and choosing between, abstract sequences, but also for establishing and later using transient memories of choices — the kind of long-distance dependency discussed in section 3.3.8. An early statement of the relationship between hippocampus-supported navigation and language is found in Fried et al. (1997, p.760): “conjunctions of attributes were represented in the activity of individual cells in the medial temporal lobe [of which the hippocampus is part]. These cells may be considered ‘place cells’ in an abstract space defined by stimulus features.”

The dynamics of the circuits centered on the hippocampus may contribute to the (agentic) goal-directed and sequence-generating aspects of wayfinding, language, and other navigation-like behaviors (Pezzulo et al., 2014; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2015). Some computationally explicit approaches to modeling these behaviors use the tools of classical symbolic computation (in the model of Rodriguez et al., 2004, for example, the hippocampus acts as a stack for sequence learning/replay), while others resort to the mathematical machinery of dynamical system theory (Huys et al., 2014).

5.2.6 Medial frontal cortex (pre-SMA and SMA)

An early indication that the part of the medial frontal cortex originally designated as the supplementary motor area (now seen as consisting of SMA and pre-SMA) is involved in sequential behavior came from Tanji and Shima (1994), who found there, in the monkey, cells “exclusively related to a sequence of multiple movements performed in a particular order.” In her review of the cortico-striatal circuits supporting the chunking of motor programs, Graybiel (1998, p.127) remarks, in the section on the SMA, that “In the prefrontal, supplementary motor, and premotor cortex, there is a step-by-step building-up of a code for movement sequences — the neural representation of elements of a motor plan.” She notes further that, because learning in the basal ganglia circuits is slow, chunks may be first formed quickly in the SMA, followed by gradual consolidation in the basal ganglia (Graybiel, 1998, p.131).

Considerations of evolution and comparative neuroanatomy suggest that the “high cognitive abilities” in primates, including language in humans, are correlated with the complexity and sophistication of frontal-lobe motor circuits (Mendoza and Merchant, 2014). The common mechanisms of language and action (Pulvermüller, 2005) may have to do in part with timing: “[…] the core timing circuit should precisely align the predictive sensory signals, the motor representation of chains of movement sequences, and the signals associated with the embodiment of the different effectors intervening in a complex behavior” (Mendoza and Merchant, 2014, p.87). Salinas (2009) describes a working computational model of a circuit for generating motor sequences, whose composition and behavior are compatible with this idea. The model employs a type of neuron that is common in pre-SMA, SMA, and the basal ganglia and is selective for timing (specifically, the rank order) of elementary action initiation.

---

36 For an explicit study of the parallels in episodic memory and sequence learning between rats and humans, see Allen et al. (2014).
37 Not the hippocampus alone, of course. The circuit in question includes at least the hippocampus and the striatum (Albouy et al., 2008, 2013). Compare Chersi and Pezzulo (2012) a “computational model of the hippocampal – ventral striatum circuit that implements a goal-directed mechanism of choice, with the hippocampus primarily involved in the mental simulation of possible navigation paths and the ventral striatum involved in the evaluation of the associated reward expectancies.”
5.2.7 Thalamus

The notion that motor control is functionally closely related to higher cognition, including language, is strongly reinforced by the emerging picture of their anatomical relationships. First, no cortical function at all seems to be possible without the involvement of the thalamus (Sherman 2016). Second, any two cortical areas that are interconnected directly (for instance, the successive areas in the ventral visual stream) are always also connected via the thalamus (Sherman 2016, p.536). Third, all cortical areas (even “sensory” ones, such as the primary visual area V1) project directly to motor controls circuits (Sherman and Guillery 2006, p.361). Fourth, forward projection axons throughout the thalamocortical system, including the inputs to the first-order thalamic nuclei, send off collaterals to the motor system, which carry efference copy information (Sherman and Guillery 2006 ch.10; Sherman 2016).

The anatomical and functional inseparability of sensory and motor information in the brain has profound implications for understanding how brains give rise to behavior, including language. In particular, Sherman (2016, p.538) points out that “Coordinated behavior of any reasonably complex animal without efference copies is improbable.” The influence exerted by efference copies on control is dynamic and ongoing: the brain does not wait for information about the present state of affairs in the body and the world to reach the top of the processing hierarchy. Rather, higher-order areas must resign to having merely modulatory effects on the ongoing behavior and on whatever changes that have already been introduced to it by lower-order mechanisms. Any attempt to elucidate the specific roles of the thalamus in language (e.g., Bullock et al. 2009; Crosson 2013; Hebb and Ojemann 2013; Klostermann et al. 2013; Barbas et al. 2013) must take into account these basic facts.

6 Summary and prognosis

The approach to language developed in this paper can be summarized by viewing it through the lenses of each of the levels of the explanatory hierarchy of Mayr (1961), Tinbergen (1963), and Marr/Poggio (1977).

On the levels of the uses of behavior and its evolution (the latter being largely outside the scope of this paper; see Kolodny and Edelman 2017), my working hypothesis is that language is, fundamentally, a type of sequential behavior that is intended to be interpreted by and to influence others (and self, insofar as it facilitates thinking).

On the computational problem level, language, as a complex behavior, gives rise to the same basic needs for control as the others: sequencing multiple concurrent elementary actions; managing complexity and hierarchical planning; being attuned to the internal and external contexts, notably social ones; and setting goals and pursuing them amid dynamically arising contingencies.

On the level of representations and algorithms, space is viewed here as the first and final frontier in behavioral control: the problems that arise from complex behaviors are all about physical or abstract topological spaces, for which the solutions can therefore be viewed as dynamic, constrained navigation. The most promising computational approach to modeling navigation in the space of linguistic behaviors seems to be one that integrates a dynamically controlled recurrent network with a graph-like repository of sequences of elementary actions.

On the level of neural implementation, it is obvious by now that many parts of the brain contribute to the computation of language. These include, in addition to the classically defined cortical “language” areas, several key subcortical systems and circuits, which participate also in controlling other behaviors.

38One such apex, having to do with the integration of sensory and motor information is found in the hippocampus (Merker 2004); another one, which may underlie conscious awareness, is the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus (Merker 2013).
Of course, the proof of this many-layered conceptual pudding will be in the eating. Because talk is cheap, the claims that I have advanced on each of the four levels need to be translated into predictions for, and eventually explanations of, new behavioral and neurobiological studies — a not insignificant undertaking, which I leave to future work. The first priority, however, should be the development of a detailed and explicit computational model of dynamic control of complex sequential behavior, followed by an attempt to demonstrate its effectiveness in capturing everything that matters about language.
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Appendix A Some general neurocomputational constraints

I now briefly introduce some observations about computation in the brain that are intended to serve as a backdrop for the comparison among neurocomputational models of language in section 4.

A.1 Native vs virtual-machine implementation

The most important point to consider is the distinction between the computations that are native to the system in question and its components and those that are virtual. In an electrical circuit, a resistor across which a certain voltage is applied computes the current that flows through it (or, equivalently, vice versa). This computation is native to the resistor because, as per Ohm’s Law, the voltage and the current are explicitly, directly, and immutably related by a physical parameter: the value of its resistance. At the same time, the resistor may be part of a general-purpose computer, which can be programmed to simulate a virtual circuit (one that obeys Ohm’s law, Kirchhoff’s laws, etc.), or, indeed, to simulate a formal scenario that has no relationship to the physics of the real world (cf. Edelman 2008a, pp.205,338, and the references there).

In formulating a computational model of a cognitive function, care must be taken to specify which of its computations are posited as native to its declared implementational substrate and which, if any, are virtual. On the face of it, models that depend critically on virtual computation are much more powerful. For instance, a model of sentence processing (say) that already has the formal computational power of a Turing machine (TM) can be reprogrammed to model also a host of other cognitive processes. However, such models are also very difficult to anchor in actual neural computation. To do so, one must demonstrate that the requisite computational building blocks — in the case of a TM-based model, variables that can be bound to any values, as in λ-calculus (a Turing-equivalent formalism) — can be effectively implemented by neural circuits.

39 A fact that any attempt to place the origins of language in the evolution of animal signaling must contend with (Lachmann et al. 2001).
A.2 What neurons and neural circuits compute natively

The possibility of implementing a TM\textsuperscript{40} by a circuit of formal neurons has been demonstrated, famously, already by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). Their proof, however, assumed that neurons act as logic gates — a view that has been abandoned as being of little relevance to the computations performed natively by real neurons.

Here is what seems to be safe to assume that individual neurons\textsuperscript{41} and simple\textsuperscript{42} networks of neurons compute natively:

- **Linear algebra.** If the activities of a set of neurons are taken to represent a point in a vector space (Mumford, 1994, p.144), a neuron is seen to compute the inner (scalar) product between the vector of its inputs and the vector of its synaptic strength values (weights). This implies that the neuron’s output (before any nonlinearity) corresponds to the projection of the input vector onto the weight vector\textsuperscript{43}.

- **Dimensionality reduction.** Projection can be used to reduce the dimensionality of a representation space (e.g., so as to facilitate learning from examples). The particularly desirable methods for dimensionality reduction aim to preserve the similarity structure of a set of inputs. This can be done by resorting to random projections (Edelman, 1999, Appendix B).

- **Tuning.** A common response profile in sensory and motor systems is graded tuning, in which a neuron responds maximally to some prototypical or “landmark” stimulus, and progressively less strongly to stimuli that are less similar to the prototype (Edelman, 1999, ch.6). A neuron can implement tuning by piping the inner product between its weights and the input through a squaring nonlinearity (Duch and Jankowski, 1999, p.169). Tuning is an extremely useful functional building block, as illustrated by the following applications:

  - **Universal function approximation.** The tuned-response profile is equivalent to subtracting the input vector from a reference one, estimating a weighted norm of the difference, and passing the result through a nonlinearity. If the latter is Gaussian, the result is a Radial Basis Function unit, which is capable of approximating any sufficiently smooth input-output mapping from a set of examples, to an arbitrary degree of precision (Hornik et al., 1989).

  - **Associative memory.** Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) is a modification of the classical approach to content-addressable memory that combines fast lookup with preservation of similarity structure of the content space (Andoni and Indyk, 2008). A neural implementation of LSH that makes use of tuned units has been outlined by Edelman and Shahbazi (2012).

  - **Kernels.** The so-called kernel trick (Jäkel et al., 2007) and a long list of computational methods that are based on it are indispensable in machine learning (Schölkopf and Smola, 2002) and in cognitive modeling (Jäkel et al., 2009) as a means of avoiding expensive computations in high-dimensional representation spaces. An equivalent and complementary view of kernels as

\textsuperscript{40}Minus the infinite memory “tape,” which is problematic for any implementation, and which in any case is not strictly necessary for practical applications.

\textsuperscript{41}Vertebrate brains, including the human brain, contain dozens of morphologically, physiologically, and functionally distinct types of neurons; here, I focus on the cortical principal cells, which constitute about 80% of cortical neurons (Harris and Mrsic Flogel, 2013).

\textsuperscript{42}Unstructured or uniformly structured, in the sense of section 4.

\textsuperscript{43}Projection followed by a nonlinearity is the basic building block of what neurobiologists call neural “integration” (Fetsch et al., 2013).
a measure of similarity, akin to tuned units, highlights their relevance to modeling the brain (Shahbazi et al., 2016).

The neural computations listed above do not explicitly refer to time. Taking into account the temporal dynamics and sequential nature of signals and representations leads to the following additional insights into native neural computation:

- **Learning.** In general, neural computation is continually modified by temporal dynamics of experience. For instance, the Hebbian learning rule, which calls for changing a synaptic weight in proportion to the product of pre- and post-synaptic activities, depends on the precise relative timing of incoming and outgoing spikes (spike timing dependent plasticity, or STDP; Sjöström and Gerstner, 2010). This type of learning serves various functions, such as improved dimensionality reduction via projection pursuit (Cooper and Bear, 2012).

- **Bayesian learning and inference.** The predictive coding theory holds (i) that the brain relies on the Bayes formula to update its beliefs about the world by combining priors with data-derived likelihoods, and (ii) that the “bottom-up” direction in neural signaling carries information about prediction errors — those aspects of data that are unaccounted for by the “top-down” Bayesian predictions (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Bastos et al., 2012; Park and Friston, 2013).

- **Coincidence detection.** On the most basic level, the fast dynamics of postsynaptic events precipitated by an arriving spike and the small contribution of individual spikes to postsynaptic activity combine to give rise to a natural means for temporal coincidence detection. Specifically, two spikes converging onto a neuron can be much more effective if they arrive within the same short time window of a few milliseconds — an arrangement that, together with binaural sensing and with axon length serving as a natural delay line, implements sound localization (Joris et al., 1998; Peña, 2011).

- **Dynamics and readout.** Nonlinear dynamics in neural circuits (even ones that consist of only a handful of neurons) is a powerful computational mechanism, which can be put to various uses by using input to steer the dynamics and by reading out the results through dedicated circuits (Maass, 2007; Buonomano and Maass, 2009). Interestingly, the readout function (cf. Buzsáki, 2010) can itself be quite simple: a linear combination (that it, projection, or weighted sum) of the state variables suffices for the purpose.

- **Synfire chains and sequencing of states.** A natural means for implementing sequences of states, each represented by the activity of a neural ensemble, is a synfire chain — a wave of coordinated activity that propagates from one ensemble to the next (Abeles, 1982). Recent work has explored the emergence of such chains through learning, their use in neural computation, and the evidence for their existence in the brain (Ikegaya et al., 2004; Izhikevich, 2007; Hosaka et al., 2008).

**Appendix B  On the formal power of language models**

[Note: the following material appeals to the concepts of generative grammar and syntactic well-formedness, whose relevance to natural language behavior is questionable (Edelman, 2017b). It is included here mainly to serve as background for discussing symbolic models of language.]

For symbolic formalist models of language that focus exclusively on “syntax,” the standard requirement is that the formal expressive power of the model be capable of capturing just the structural complexity of
natural language (Frank, 2004) — no more and no less. Too little power, and the model will fail to account for certain psycholinguistic phenomena; too much, and its claim to psychological relevance suffers. Two families of models that attempt to restrict the grammatical complexity to just the right extent and in just the right ways (to reproduce the range of relevant psycholinguistic findings) are briefly discussed below. These are intended not to provide an exhaustive list of available formal options, but rather to serve as examples of such.

B.1 Mildly Context Sensitive Grammars

The standard (but not the only possible) formal framework for comparing the power of linguistic formalisms is the Chomsky hierarchy. From the bottom up, the major rungs in this language hierarchy are the regular, context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable languages (each successive family properly including the preceding ones). These correspond, respectively, to regular automata, nondeterministic pushdown automata, linear bounded automata, and Turing machines (for details, see any textbook on formal language theory, such as Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979).

It is a matter of wide agreement in formalist linguistics that the formal language family with just enough power to capture the structural complexity of human languages is the Mildly Context-Sensitive Grammar or MCSG (Joshi, 1985; Stabler, 2013a). This is a category that includes formalisms such as the Tree-Adjoining Grammar or TAG (Joshi and Schabes, 1997), as well as the Minimalist Grammar (MG) and Multiple Context-Free Grammar (MCFG) (Stabler, 2013b). Some of the advantages of models that belong to this family are the relative feasibility of learning (Stabler et al., 2003; Clark and Lappin, 2011) and parsing (Stabler, 2013b).

As with any other formalism, the question always arises with respect to MCSG’s neurocomputational plausibility. For MCSG, this includes specifically concerns, which have not yet been properly discussed in the literature, about its complex representational primitives, such as multi-feature variables (Joshi, 2004), and processes, such as a queue in which pointers to structures are held until “checked out” (Stabler, 2013b).

B.2 Contextual grammars

An alternative approach to developing a formal grammatical formalism for natural languages has its roots in the long-standing psychology-theoretic principles of sequencing by association, hierarchy, and context sensitivity, which date back to Hull and Lashley. Attempts to apply these principles to language include the work of Wickelgren (1969) on a “context-sensitive associative” theory of word pronunciation based on phone n-grams (specifically, 3-grams) to specify allophones. In a later work, Wickelgren proposed an extension of these ideas to syntax, remarking that “Context-sensitive coding is an alternative to production systems or augmented transition networks for the representation of procedural knowledge” (Wickelgren, 1979, p.63).

A convergence between this psychology-motivated approach and work in formal language theory is exemplified by the Contextual Grammar (CG) theory, initially proposed by Marcus (1969). Marcus et al. (1998, p.256) note that “The generative process in a contextual grammar is based on two dual linguistic operations, which are among the most important in both natural and artificial languages: insertion of a string in a given context and adding a context to a given string.”

The CG formalism offers an adequate computational power, while cutting across the levels of the Chomsky hierarchy, and using primitives that seem more apt from the standpoint of psychological reality and implementation in the brain (Marcus, Martín-Vide, and Păun, 1998, cf. section 4.1 in the main text). This
latter feature prompted Crespi Reghizzi and Braatenberg (2003) to single out CG as a formalism that holds promise as a “brain compatible theory of syntax.” Of course, if in fact “syntax” reflects not the properties of an underlying formal generative grammar, but rather — as I have argued here — a mere description of the effects that multiple behavioral, computational, and neural constraints have on production, the notion of “the best formalism” becomes largely moot.

Notes

[A] As an example, one may consider the behavioral needs of the E. coli bacterium, which can follow a chemical gradient to get to a place with a higher concentration of food, but is physically incapable of actively setting the direction of its cilia-propelled swim; this implies that it must exert a primitive kind of control by alternating swimming with random tumbling (Parkinson et al., 1983). A comparable degree of control underlies flagellar motility (Lertsethtakarn et al., 2011) and social behaviors (Strassmann et al., 2011) in various other species of bacteria.

[B] In a sense, this is cybernetics (Wiener, 1948) redux.

[C] The basic conventions of Bodirsky’s (2006) notation scheme are as follows: “For each partner, we annotate the movements by an alternating sequence of a symbol for the upper body, a symbol for the relative state of the legs, and a symbol for the leg movement. The symbol for the relative state is written below or above the symbol for the upper body, depending on whether the weight of the person is on the left or on the right leg. As we read from left to right, we imagine the leading person dancing forward from left to right.”

[D] This choice of terms does not imply a rejection of search as a tool in behavior. Indeed, the game of chess itself, where the search paradigm reigns, illustrates the distinction between behavioral problems that can be given a tentative solution in advance and those whose solution must be constructed on the fly as required by the changing circumstances. Because a full search of the problem space in chess is computationally prohibitive, players must settle for an ongoing, open-ended approach — a limited-depth exploration that is undertaken anew before each move (Campitelli and Gobet, 2004).

[E] A few linguists go as far as denying that discrete units such as phonemes or words have any psychological reality (Port and Leary, 2005; Ramscar and Port, 2016). On this account, language is fully and exclusively analog and continuous. A more balanced view, which I prefer, acknowledges the analog effects while holding that the basic sequential-discrete component of language is real — not the least because in the space of all possible acoustic signals of a given duration, any two phonemes (or lexemes) are disconnected in the sense that morphing them into one another would necessarily take you outside of the (discrete) space of categorically recognizable phonemes (or lexemes). Moreover, a language that is not discrete and combinatorial would be either severely limited in its expressivity or computationally impossible to learn (Edelman, 2008b).

[F] Edelman et al. (2004) trained a model of language acquisition on phrases exemplifying tough movement (“is easy to read”; “is easy to please”; “is eager to read”; “is eager to please”; “to read is easy”; “to please is easy”) and discovered that the model learned tree-structured representations that stopped short of over-generalizing to incorrect phrases (“to read is eager” and “to please is eager”). Certain characteristics of child-directed speech may make such distinctions particularly accessible to learners: in one study, a significant proportion of variation sets (a corpus pattern known to facilitate learning; Onnis, Waterfall, and Edelman, 2008) in caregivers’ language pivoted on tough-movement adjectives (H. R. Waterfall, B. Sandbank, L. Onnis, and S. Edelman, unpublished observations). A variation set is a set of utterances that share some of the same words and that appear in close temporal proximity to each other; a shared word is a pivot if it is common to all the utterances that form a variation set.

[G] The full quote from Houghton and Hartley (1996), which I reproduce here, is particularly poignant in light of the distinction between native and virtual computation, discussed in appendix A: “In artificial intelligence and computer science, analogous objects plus recursive serial processing are provided by computer programming languages. In such a context, serial order per se will not appear to be any kind of problem at all. Thus, although these devices have never been defended or tested on empirical grounds, their availability and computational power suffice to obscure the fact that cognitive science has no (neuro-) psychologically grounded theory of serial order. In neurophysiology and psychology, the problem has been largely ignored or workers have fallen back on the very position that Lashley attacked, associative chaining theory.”

[H] Silbert et al. (2014) used rehearsed speech produced by professional actors (after discussing the near impossibility to have regular subjects reproduce a natural speech segment in full detail over several repetitions). Also: “the network reliably involved during speech production is tightly tied to the content of the produced speech” (no correlation across different stories told spontaneously by the same speaker).

[I] For instance, Ben-Shachar et al. (2003) assumed that the verb “help” is “less complex, dyadic (two-argument)” than the verb “tell,” which they described as “triadic.” Of course, in reality “help” can be used with three arguments (“I helped them see”) and
“tell” — with two (“I told them”). Thus, when “help” was “included in the putatively more complex […] sentences” it need not have necessarily worked as a “conservative” feature in their stimulus design.

The role of the cortico-BG circuit in goal-directed, dynamic behavioral control has been described by Haber and Calzavara (2009) as follows: “The development and modification of goal-directed behaviors require continual processing of complex chains of events, which is reflected in the feed-forward organization of both the striato-nigral connections and the thalamo-cortical connections. Information can thus, be channeled from limbic, to cognitive, to motor circuits, to produce decision-making processes that integrate different functional information, allowing the individual to respond appropriately to environmental cues.”

A propos the switching between sequences, Levy et al. (2005) writes that “temporal compression with a backward cascade produces a recoding that is suitable for generating predictions (forecasts) based on the hippocampal recodings themselves — so long as a decoder exists. Thus we conjecture that temporally compressed sequences, followed by their neocortical encoding, allow the neocortex to forecast without the hippocampus. This conjecture rests on the supposition that the sequence completion problem in the hippocampus becomes a pattern completion problem in neocortex. In particular, the highly compressed and overlapped encodings are suitable for rapid pattern completion by the more symmetrically connected recurrent networks of neocortex.”
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